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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an extensive exegetical work on 1 Peter 3:18-22. It proposes a
much-needed new interpretive scheme that adequately explains the many exegetical,
grammatical, and theological mysteries within this notoriously difficult passage.
Verse 18 is interpreted as an example of the principle of verse 17 that if it is
God's will, it is better to suffer for doing good than for doing wrong. Christ is given as
the example par excellence of one who was righteous but suffered in the flesh. He
suffered for sinners in order to bring many to God. He was put to death physically, but
He was made alive spiritually, which means that He also suffered spiritually during His
physical suffering. His spiritual suffering occurred during the time of darkness while
Christ was on the cross, during which He became sin, was separated from the Father, died
physically, and suffered in Hades. This was His work of redemption.
While verse 18 describes His physical suffering, verse 19 describes His spiritual
suffering. His spiritual suffering took Him to the lowest depths of Hades, where He
proclaimed to the spirits in prison from the generation of Noah. Verse 20 depicts the
circumstances in which this evil generation lived. It shows how God was patient with
sinners in order to save His people in the ark from the coming judgment of water. Verse
21 gives the modem parallel of the believer's being saved in Christ from the future
judgment. Finally, Christ is portrayed in verse 22 as ascending into the highest position of
power and authority in the heavens and being rewarded for suffering.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Issues and Theology Involved
Opening Comments
The exegesis of 1 Peter 3: 18-22 is a seemingly endless labyrinth of closely-knit
problems that has puzzled and motivated many. All who have attempted to unravel its
secrets have soon realized that it is a notoriously difficult passage to interpret. 1 In John
Feinberg's article on this passage he states, "As one approaches the commentaries on this
passage, he is met by a veritable maze of positions. Not only is there variation in
understanding of the overall meaning of the passage, but there is also variety in
interpretation of almost every element in it.,,2 Each interpretive scheme one brings to the
text is like a blanket that is too short to cover the whole subject. Each interpretation might
answer some of the exegetical issues adequately, but it will leave others out in the cold.
There are three major blankets used in trying to cover the material. The first major
interpretative scheme says that Christ descended into Hades during His three days in the

I There are many commentators who have stated this, among them are D. Edmond Hiebert, "The
Suffering and Triumphant Christ: An Exposition of 1 Peter 3:18-22," Bibliotheca Sacra 139 (1982): 146;
Edward Gordon Selwyn, The First Epistle ofSt. Peter (New York: MacMillan, 1974),314; and John Lillie,
Lectures on the First and Second Epistles of Peter (Minneapolis: Klock & Klock Christian Pub., 1978),
229.

2 John Feinberg, "1 Peter 3: 18-20, Ancient Mythology, and the Intermediate State," Westminster
Theological Journal 48 (1986): 306.

-

-2

tomb or shortly thereafter. 3 But this blanket would not explain why Peter chooses a
specific audience to whom Christ preached in verses 19-20, nor does it fit with the
Scriptural teaching that Christ went to be in God's presence in paradise during this time. 4
Another major approach denies that Christ descended into Hades in this passage.
This approach states that Christ in spirit spoke through Noah to his generation, who are
now in prison. 5 This scheme must playa temporal game, arbitrarily adding temporal
adverbs. It must also ignore the common meaning of the participle 1tOPEu8eiS, "going,"
in verse 19. It must abruptly change the subject from Christ to Noah in verse 19, all of
which is far from the natural reading of the text.
The last major blanket believes that the word "Enoch" was left out in verse 19.
This would make Enoch the subject of the one descending (or ascending) and preaching. 6
Besides the detrimental lack of textual evidence to support this view, it is completely
foreign to the context.

3 This view is held by C. E. B. Cranfield, "An Interpretation of I Peter iii.19 and iv.6," Exposit01y
Times 69 (1957-58): 369-72; Peter H. Davids, The First Epistle of Peter, The New International
Commentary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990), 138-141; Bo Reicke, The
Disobedient Spirits and Christian Baptism a Study of 1 Pet. III. 19 and Its Context (New York: AMS Press,
1984), 90-131; Charles Bigg, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistles of St. Peter and St.
Jude, The International Critical Commentary (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1975), 162-3; R. Lenski, The
Interpretation of The Epistle of St. Peter, St. John and St. Jude (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1966), 160-169;
Edward Selwyn, The First Epistle of St. Peter (London: Macmillan, 1974), 197-203 and 314-362; William
Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits. A Study of 1 Peter 3: 18-4:6 (Roma: Editrice Pontifico Istituto
Biblico, 1989), 135-201; and J. Kelly, The Epistles of Peter and of Jude (London: Adam & Charles Black,
1969),151-158.

4 I am specifically referring to the clear teaching of the Gospels that say that Christ committed His
spirit into the Father's hands (Luke 23:46) and that He would be in Paradise when He died (Luke 23:43).

5 This view is held by Saint Augustine, Letter 164,15-17; Wayne Grudem, The First Epistle of
Peter: An Introduction and Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988), 157-61; and "Christ Preaching
through Noah," Trinity Journal 7 (Fall 1986): 3-31.
6 This view is held by J. R. Harris, "The History of a Conjectural Emendation," Expositor 6
(1902): 387-390; and E. J. Goodspeed, "Some Greek Notes," Journal of Biblical Literature (1954): 91-92.
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Within each of these interpretive schemes, there is a large variety in the
interpretation of the various details. Some of the questions concerning these details are:
Who were the spirits in prison? What did Christ preach to them? When did He preach?
And how does baptism now save believers? These and other questions must be answered
within one's interpretive scheme. The large number of widely differing answers to these
questions that have risen over the history of this passage illustrates the fact that there is
not an interpretive scheme to cover the material sufficiently. Therefore a new interpretive
blanket is needed that will better answer the difficulties of this passage.

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study will be to produce a relatively new blanket that will
cover the text of 1 Peter 3:18-22 and explain its interpretive problems. This study will
analyze the exegetical issues of 1 Peter 3:18-22 and bring clarity as to the meaning of the
text. This study will look at the text from the standpoint of grammatical and lexical
possibilities, syntactical probabilities, theological considerations, and contextual
coherency. Conclusions will be drawn from all relevant data gathered with regard to this
passage.

Statement of Importance of the Problem
First and foremost, 1 Peter 3:18-22 is a part of God's written revelation to and for
man. The wide spectrum of interpretations of this passage, as briefly listed above, has
kept many churches from gaining God's intended teaching from this passage. This
passage involves theological doctrine regarding Christ, His suffering, His descent into

4

Hades, death, salvation, baptism and the church, Christ's resurrection and ascension,
God's patience, the judgment of the flood, the intermediate state, and angelology. A clear
understanding of 1 Peter 3:18-22 would build a foundation upon which further study
could draw concerning some of these theological issues.
It is ironic that Peter said in 2 Peter 3: 16 that some of Paul's writings, which the

''tmtaught and unstable distort," were hard to understand. However, 1 Peter 3:18-22 is
considered by many to be a notoriously difficult passage to interpret. 7 However, the verse
in 2 Peter would suggest that from Peter's perspective the contents of his own writings
were not difficult to understand for his first century audience. Therefore it may be our
twenty-first century outlook on first-century material that is getting in the way. It is the
hope of this study to recover a correct interpretation of this passage, which will also
restore its relevance and can be applied to God's people today.

Limitations of This Study
This study will consider all avenues that will aid in the correct interpretation of
this passage. This study will not try to give an exhaustive list of the history and writings
on this passage, for there are many sources that have dealt with this topic adequately and
extensively. 8 Only the questions and issues relevant to the consideration of the proposed

7 There are many commentators who have stated this, among them are D. Edmond Hiebert, "The
Suffering and Triumphant Christ: An Exposition of 1 Peter 3:18-22," Bibliotheca Sacra 139 (1982): 146;
Edward Selwyn, The First Epistle of s.r Peter, 314; and John Lillie, Lectures on the First and Second
Epistles ofPeter (Minneapolis: Klock & Klock Christian Pub., 1978),229.

8 Carl Skrade's Th.D. dissertation at Union Theological Seminary in Richmond, Virginia, "The
Descent of the Servant; A Study ofI Peter 3:13-4:6;" Selwyn's commentary, The First Epistle of St. Peter,
314-62; Reicke's work, The Disobedient Spirits and Christian Baptism a Study of 1 Pet. Ill. 19 and Its
Context, 7-51; and Dalton's work, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 15-41 are all great examples ofa
thorough listing of the history of the interpretion of this passage.

j3.
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new blanket will be considered as well as the reasons for rejecting the major suggested
interpretations for the various details within the passage.
This study is undertaken from an evangelical perspective, and thus the inerrancy
and harmonization of Scripture will be assumed. 9 Negative criticism and other such
reasoning that regards the Scriptures solely as the product of man will not be considered.

Research Method

This study will be an exegetical treatment of the text in the original language and
an analysis of that data with regard to the position brought forth by the author. The data
gathered for this study will be taken from every available means: books, articles, theses
and dissertations, computer resources, and personal interviews.

Survey of Historical Views and Interpretations
The first and second century church widely held to the doctrine of Christ's
descent into Hell to free the captives. 10 However, there is no extant writing at present that
uses 1 Peter in support of this doctrine. In fact, the first reference to 1 Peter and the
doctrine of Christ's descent is found in Clement of Alexandria, who interpreted it as
Christ preaching in the lmderworld to men, offering them salvation.]] He was joined by

9 I am using the term inerrancy as stated by "The Chicago Statement of Inerrancy," in Inerrancy,
ed. Norm L. Geisler (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1979),494.

10 This doctrine is sometimes called the "hallowing of Hell." It can be seen in Ignatius Epistle to
the Magnesians 9; Irenaeus Against Heresies I. 17:3, III 20:4; Tertullian Treatise on the Soul 55; and Justin
Martyr First Apology 20, Dialogue 99, l38, and 173.

It

-

See Clement of Alexandria Stromata 6.

6

Origen and Hippolytus, who took similar views.u This has been the predominate view of
the Eastern Church.
It was also the view of the Western Church until Augustine objected to such an

interpretation, for he saw, with the acceptance of this view, an acceptance of the doctrine
of a second chance. Instead Augustine hesitantly suggested that 1 Peter 3:18-22 was
speaking about the preexisting Christ preaching through Noah. Although Augustine
believed Christ did descend into Hell, he could not accept this verse as support for this
doctrine. 13
Lutherans departed from the eastern and western church by adopting a view that
said that Christ descended to the Underworld in order to preach judgment triumphantly. 14
Likewise, the Catholic doctrine was altered by Bellarmine, who departed from the
Augustinian view using this passage to support his view of purgatory. 15
From the enlightenment to the present there has been an explosion of
interpretations of 1 Peter 3. Some reject the idea of a descent altogether on rationalistic
grounds, claiming that this passage is nothing more than a sub-Christian mythology.16
There have been various modifications to the Alexandrian and Augustinian
interpretations, where authors have changed the message preached or the audience to
whom Christ preached, and other such details. One of the major works on this passage

12 See Origen First Principles 11.5:3, Commentmy on John 5:18, Homilies in Luke 24, and many
others; and Hippolytus Apostle Tradition, on Psalm 55: 15, Treatise on Christ and the Antichrist, 45, 26,
and Against the Greeks 1.

n

!3

See Saint Augustine, Letter 164, 15-17.

14

For a discussion of early Lutherans who have presented this position see Reicke, 44-47.

15

ibid., 42-44.

16

F. W. Bear, The First Epistle ofPeter (Oxford: Blackwell, 1970), 145.
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written by William Dalton views the event of Christ's preaching to the evil angelic spirits
during His ascension. 17 E. J. Goodspeed and J. R. Harris are two scholars who have
developed the interpretation that suggested that the word "Enoch" was left out of the
original text.
In recent years, the basic interpretive schemes remained with variations on the
details emerging. There has also been given lot of attention to 1 Peter 3: 18-22 with regard
to its use of a creed or hymn. 18

Review of Literature
Below is a review of some of the more predominate scholars who have written on
this subject. Special notes have been given as to how they have contributed to the work of
this thesis.
E. G. Selwyn's commentary on 1 Peter has a very good section dealing with the

angelic list of verse 22, which most commentators leave out. He also includes two useful
essays dealing with the early doctrine of Christ's descent and a parallel study of 1 Peter
and other New Testament epistles.] 9
Bo Reicke has provided a thorough study of the phrase, "spirits in prison,"
looking at the Scriptural evidence and literature outside of the Scripture, especially 1

17

This view is presented by W. J. Dalton in Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits.

18

J. Ramsey Michaels does an excellent presentation of the literary structure in his commentary on

J Peter, Word Biblical Commentary (Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1988), 196-201.
19

"nn

Edward Gordon Selwyn, The First Epistle ofSt. Peter (London: Macmillan), 1974.

&

Enoch. He also makes the case that the "in which" phrase should be taken as a temporal
connector. 20
John Elliot's commentary is the most up-to-date commentaries available. It was
published in 2000 and thus incorporates and interacts with all of the major works on this
passage. 21
D. Edmond Hiebert has shown that the concept of "quickening" throughout the
Scripture is the giving of life where before it had ceased or had never existed.22
R. C. H. Lenski's commentary communicates that Christ was "vivified" by the
spirit. He differentiates between Christ's vivification and His resurrection although he
sees Christ's vivification as being somehow out of time. R. C. H. Lenski believes that
Christ preached to human spirits in Hell. The ones disobedient in the days of Noah
introduce a sample of unbelief from which Noah and his family were saved by means of
water. 23
J. Ramsey Michaels approaches this passage from a literary standpoint. He does
much work in trying to show the hidden creed within the text. His commentary is an
excellent up-to-date source that lists and interacts with all of the major scholars who have
contributed to this study.24

20 Bo Ivar Reicke, The Disobedient Spirits and Christian Baptism a Study of 1 Pet. lIi. 19 and Its
Context (New Yark: AMS Press, 1984).

21

Elliot, John H. 1 Peter. The Anchor Bible, New York: Doubleday, 2000.

22 D. Edmond Hiebert, "Selected Studies from 1 Peter. Pt 2, The Suffering and Trimnphant Christ:
an Exposition of 1 Peter 3:18-22," Bibliotheca Sacra 139 (April-June 1982): 146-158; and First Peter: An
Expositional Commentary (Chicago: Moody Press, 1984).
23 R. C. H. Lenski, The Intelpretation of the Epistle of St. Peter, St. John and St. Jude
(Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1966).

24

tr

J. Ramsey Michaels, I Peter, Word Biblical Commentary (Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1988).
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Wayne Grudem contributes substantially to the study and use of the term ··spirits
in prison" in verse 19 and their description in verse 20. He has given a comprehensive list
of the references to spirits, prison, and those who were disobedient in the days of Noah.
He also offers credible evidence against Selwyn's argument that no adverbial datives
serve as antecedents to a relative pronoun. r )
John S. Feinberg's article is a thorough piece of schol~rship. He moves from one
issue to the next listing all of the possibilities and then proceeds to eliminate all but one
of them philosophically. This article is of special import, for it makes well thought-out
arguments against many of the different interpretations of the text. 26
William J. Dalton!s work on this passage is a great source for arguments against
the traditional view of Christ's descent into Hell, Christ's preaching through Noah, and
the emendation of the word "Enoch." He has prepared an excellent list of interpretations
of this passage and has compared it with many extra-biblical sources. 27
Paul R. Fink's unpublished commentary notes on 1 Peter suggests the option of
Christ suffering two deaths on the cross. This work is challenging and an exciting way to
view this text, reshaping the outlook and purpose of the whole passage and answering
.
28
many questIOns.

25 Wayne Grudem, The First Epistle of Peter: An Introduction and Commentary (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1988).

26 John S. Feinberg, "1 Peter 3:18-20, Ancient Mythology, and the Intermediate State,"
Westminster Theological Journal 48, no. 2 (Fall 1986): 303-336.
27 William J. Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, "The Interpretation on Peter 3:19 and
4:6. Light from 2 Peter," Biblica 60, no. 4 (1979): 547-555; and "Interpretation and Tradition: An Example
from I Peter," Gregorianum 49 (1968): 11-37.
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Paul R. Fink., "Sermon Notes on the Book of 1 Peter;" and "Commentary on the Book of 1

Procedure of This Study
This study has been carefully arranged to present the most simplistic and logical
approach to this passage. Chapter two will begin with a preliminary study of the book to
give any background material that might be applicable and any major themes that are
carried throughout the epistle. Then the contexts immediately before and after 1 Peter
3:18-22 will be considered to ascertain Peter's thought flow and how 1 Peter 3:18-22 fits
into that thought.
Chapter three will begin with the exegesis of verse 18. The material of verse 18
will be discussed in light of its contextual connection with Peter's principle of verse 17,
which states that if it is God's will, it is better to suffer for doing what is good than for
doing what is bad. It will end with a topical and philosophical study of Christ's suffering
work in atonement.
Chapter four will look exegetically at verse 19. It 'Vvill consider this verse as being
additional information as to how Christ suffered during His crucifixion.
Chapter five will consider verse 20. This verse provides further information
concerning the spirits in prison and the type of Noah's salvation in the ark.
Chapter six examines verse 21 exegetically. This verse is considered to be a new
sentence, where Peter has moved :from the type to its corresponding reality in his time.
Chapter seven discusses the final verse in this passage, verse 22. This verse is a
relative clause that describes Christ's ascension.
Chapter eight will present the conclusions drawn from this study. It will provide
the overall interpretation of this passage, the grammatical conclusions, the theological
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conclusions, and the personal applications for the church today.

CHAPTER II
PRELIMINARY STUDY OF 1 PETER
1 Peter
Background of 1 Peter
The occasion for tlus epistle was the rise of persecution. The theme of persecution
because of faith can be clearly seen in 1:6,3:13-17, and 4: 12-19. Tills persecution had not
yet reached its height for this epistle does not indicate that the believers were losing their
lives for their faith. In fact, Peter implies that persecution was not the norm, but was the
exception in 3:13-14.
The growing problem of persecution beat upon the Christian community from two
sources. One source of persecution found in tills epistle is from the gover11l11ent. Peter's
command to submit to every human institution in2:13-16 implies that human institutions
were not friendly to Christians. The govef11l11ent is also viewed as a source of
mistreatment in its sometimes-misguided judicial power in 4:15-16. The source of
persecution in 3: 13-17 is probably from the govef11l11ent but it could also refer to anyone
who asks or accuses a believer.
Beyond the govef11l11ent, persecution is also spoken of as being from the citizens
around the believers. 1 Peter 2: 11-16 specifically mentions the gentiles, who are ignorant
of the truth of God, as being a source of persecution. Slave owners are mentioned in 2:18
as persecuting slaves. Persecution is implied in the astonishment and blasphemies of their
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fonner secular social circles mentioned in 4:3-5. Thus the situation in which these
believers found themselves was not always a welcome one from the standpoint of their
authorities and their neighbors.
Since persecution is viewed in a relatively mild manner in this epistle, it is best to
see the date of this epistle as being in the early 60s AD. This would be during the early
reign of Nero (AD. 54-68) before he blamed the fire of Rome on the Christians in 64
AD. and turned his full wrath of persecution upon them.

Genre of 1 Peter
The book of 1 Peter is an epistle and thus falls into the general category of the
epistolary genre. l As its introduction indicates this letter is not a private correspondence
but a circular letter written to the Christians scattered throughout Asia Minor.2 As such, it
was intended to be read aloud to the congregations of the various churches that resided
there. It is specifically written to the "diaspora" from a predominant leader of the church
and therefore would fall under the specific genre of a Jewish diaspora letter. 3 The Jewish
diaspora letter was written communication from Jerusalem to the Jewish community
abroad. 4 But tmlike a diaspora letter, 1 Peter was not written from Jerusalem, but from
"Babylon." There has been much discussion as to what location Peter is referring, but the

I Grant Osborne, The Hermeneutical Spirial: A Comprehensive Introduction to Biblical
Interpretation (Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press, 1991): 252-260.

2

1 Peter 1: 1.

3 Michaels believes that 1 Peter is an apocalyptic Diaspora letter. Although I do not see this epistle
as being written in the apocalyptic genre, Michaels has a very good discussion of a Diaspora letter and its
implications on pages xlvi-Ii. Elliott sees 1 Peter as a circular Diaspora letter. He also evaluates other
suggested genres for this epistle. See pages 7-12.
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See 2 Macc. 1:1-9 and 1:10-2:18.
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majority of scholarship believes that "Babylon" is a code word for Rome. 5 In addition,
Peter is not writing to the Jewish community, but to predominantly gentile Christian
communities. An example of a Christianized diaspora letter sent from leadership to the
Christian communities abroad can be seen in the letter sent out in Acts 15:23-29.
First-century letters usually had three parts: the introduction, the body, and the
closing. The book of 1 Peter can be divided into the following sections: the salutation in
1:1-2, the body in 1:3-5:11, and the closing in 5:12-14.
Within the body of a diaspora letter, there are other specific divisions that can be
made. The body of such letters is often arranged with a section of thanksgiving, of prayer
for the recipients' well being, of an account of the situation, and of encouragements and
commands concerning the situation. 6 1 Peter 3: 18-22 is part of Peter's communication of
the situation concerning the believer's conduct amidst suffering, just prior to his
exhortation in 4: 1.
In addition to the basic characteristics of the diaspora letter, this genre often
contains other sub genres like autobiography, creedal passages, hymnic passages,
apocalyptic passages, catalogues and lists, catechesis, judgment passages, proverbs or
wisdom sayings, and imperative clusters. While 1 Peter does contain many sub genres,
the issue of sub genre connected specifically with 3:18-22 will be considered in later
chapters where the traditional material of either a creed or hymn is thought to exist.

5 D. A. Carson, Douglas Moo, and Leon Morris, An Introduction to the New Testament, Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 1992, 424. Michaels said that Peter is using "Babylon" symbolically for the place of
exile par excellence, namely Rome. See xlvii.
6 Michael Goulder, "The Pauline Epistles," In The Literary Guide to the Bible, ed. Robert Alter
and Frank: Kermode (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1987),479-480.
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Peter did use an amanuensis, Silvanus, to write this epistle as he indicates in 5:12.
This practice was common and the amount of latitude the amanuensis had varied. Some
wrote the author's words verbatim while others had the liberty to expand or add their own
personal style. To what extent Silvanus contributed to the epistle of 1 Peter is impossible
to determine and ultimately irrelevant in light of inspiration.
Viewing 1 Peter as a Christianized diaspora letter, the exegete should expect this
epistle to be filled with practical instruction for the believer's everyday life. Although it
will contain important theology, the theological doctrines are recorded as a basis for life.
The direction of this epistle will always flow towards the believer's conduct and thus each
passage should be viewed from within this framework. So 1 Peter 3:18-22, although it
seems to be deeply theological, it must be viewed as having direct application to the lives
of his audience.

Structure of 1 Peter

The structure of 1 Peter is built around Peter's occasion for writing this epistle.
Peter encourages and motivates the believers by giving them a proper perspective on their
present life in light of their future reward. Thus this epistle has the general theme of the
suffering and the future glory of the believer. Peter mentions the suffering of Christians
in 1:6; 2:12,19-20; 3:8-9,13-14,16,17; 4:1,12-17,19; 5:9, and 10, and images of the
future glory and salvation in 1:3-5, 7, 9, 13,23-24; 2:12, 19-20: 3:8-9, 14; 4:13, 19; 5:1,
4, and 10. He also uses Christ as an example of suffering andlor future glory in 1:3, 11,
19-21; 2:4-5, 7-8, 2:21-24; 3:18-22; 4:1, 13; 5:1.
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The overall outline of the book is as follows:
I. Introductory Greeting to the Believers - 1: 1-2
II. The Believer's Salvific State - 1:3-2:12
A. The Believer's State as Being Born Again unto a Future Salvation- 1:3-12
B. Exhortations to Hope, Live Holy Lives, and Love - 1: 13-25
C. The Believer's New Spiritual Life and Position with Christ- 2:1-12
III. The Believer's Submission to Authority - 2: 13-4:6
A. The Spheres of the Believer's Submission - 2:13-3:7
1. Submission of Everyone to Government's Authority - 2:13-17

2. Submission of Slaves to Masters - 2: 18-25

3. Submission in Marriage - 3: 1-7
B. The Goal of the Believer's Submission Is Good Conduct- 3:8-4:6
1. Good Conduct Described Generally - 3: 8-12
2. Good Conduct Described During Suffering - 3:13-4:6

a. The Blessing of Suffering for Doing Good - 3: 13-17
b. The Example of Christ's Suffering for Doing Good - 3:18-22
c. The Exhortation to Follow Christ's Suffering for Doing Good4:1-6
IV. The Believer's Motivations for Proper Living - 4:7-5:11
A. The Motivation for Proper Living because the End Is Near - 4: 7-11
B. The Motivation for Proper Living because of Persecution - 4: 12-5:9
C. The Motivation for Proper Living because God Will Grant Salvation - 5: 10-11
V. Closing Remarks to the Believers - 5:12-14
Holistically, 1 Peter 3:18-22 fits directly into the theme of Peter's epistle by
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showing the example of Christ's eatihly suffering and then His glory in Heaven. It is the
fifth and longest out of seven passages that specifically mention both Christ's suffering
and then His glory (1:11, 19-21; 2:4-5, 7-8; 3:18-22, 4:13; and 5:1). Its length and
position in the epistle gives this passage a climactic element. The latter half of the epistle
is built upon the conclusions drawn from this passage about the reality of suffering and
the future glory.
Suffering is never a pleasant experience, but in the mind of Jews and Gentiles,
suffering was generally equated with disfavor from God. 7 Throughout the Old Testament,
God punished the nation of Israel for its rebellion and idolatry. He often used other
nations to carry out His judgments against His people. It would be easy to see how Peter's
audience could have mistakenly interpreted their present sufferings as a sign of God's
displeasure in them, possibly because they belonged to this new sect of Christianity. This
could be one of the motivating factors behind Peter's repetition of Christ's suffering, to
show that God allows suffering for even the most righteous ofRis people as shown in the
suffering of His son.

Contextual Study
1 Peter 3:13-17
First Peter 3:18-22 is located within the larger section that talks about submission
(2:13-4:6). After Peter has disclosed the goals of submission (3:8-12), he then speal<:s of
submitting even under persecution (3:13-4:6). It is this latter section that must be
considered as the immediate context of the passage under consideration.

7

See John 9:2.
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Peter begins tlus section in verse 13 by stating that, as a general lUle, no one will
harm you for doing what is good. Verse 14 addresses the exception to the rule by saying
that even if you do suffer for doing what is right, you are blessed; that is, one is still in
God's favor. It should be noted that Peter uses the optative mood showing a theoretical
nature of ills argument. 8 Thus Peter is conveying that if one should suffer when one is
doing good, he is pleasing to God.
The latter half of verse 14 exhorts the believer not to be disturbed or afraid of
present enenlies. The beginning of verse 15 implicitly states whom believers are to fear,
and that is God. Tills, once again, directs the readers to focus on the future and not on the
present.
Verses 15-16 continue to illustrate how to conduct oneself on earth through
suffering. These believers are to be ready to share with any of their persecutors their
beliefs. But they are to do so with gentleness and fear, being sincere. The purpose is to
share the gospel with others in such a way as not only to convey the tlUth of God, but also
to demonstrate its power in living proof, thus putting their persecutors to shame when the
persecutors slander them.
Verse 17 gives the general principle that it is better to suffer for doing good if it is
God's will than to suffer for doing wrong. This verse gives the basis for Peter's
exhortation to focus on the future judgment of God and not the present judgment of men.
For if one suffers for doing wrong presently, he will also suffer at the judgment of God.
However, if one suffers for obeying God presently, he will be repaid by God at the

8 Max Zerwick, A Grammatical Analysis of the Greek New Testament (Rome: Editrice Pontificio
lnstituto Biblico): 7lO.
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judgment. The mention of God's will adds an element of reason or purpose to the
suffering.
Verses 18-22 give a specific example of Christ's life as the basis for giving the
principle of verse 17. Since Peter has been making a distinction between the present
earthly suffering from the hands of man and the future judgment of God, the reader
would naturally expect such a distinction in Peter's example of Christ.

1 Peter 4:1-6
The following context is closely connected to the previous section. Dalton sees 1
Peter 3:18-4:6 as being one unit with two parts: one doctrinal (3:18-22) and the other an
exhortation (4: 1_6).9 This latter section begins with the inierential conjlIDction oov,
where Peter provides a conclusion and exhortation based upon what he has just said.
Thus in verses 1-2, Peter, from his example of Christ's earthly suffering in the will of
God and His subsequent heavenly glory, draws a practical application, which is to have
the same thought as Christ did regarding suffering in the flesh. Peter is emphasizing one's
earthly life, for he repeats the word o-apKl three times in these first two verses: once
referring to Christ, once referring to a general principle, and once referring to his
audience. Thus if Peter is making such an emphasis on suffering presently in the flesh,
then the above section must also make a strong point about fleshly suffering.
Verses 3-5 give the basis for Peter's audience to live the will of God and not their
lustful desires, even if it should lead to suffering. He first says ironically in verse 3 that
they have spent enough time living out their evil desires. Verse 4 says that because the

9
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Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 102-108, 121.
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Christians have stopped living according to their desires and started living for God, their
tmbelieving acquaintances are astonished that they have changed, and they slander the
Christians. Verse 5 provides the future perspective on those who are not saved by
reminding the readers that these persecutors will have to answer God, who will judge
those who are alive and those who have died.
Verse 6 fhrther develops verses 3-5, building on the last thought of verse 5 that
God is ready to judge the living and the dead. Peter says that based on this, the gospel
was preached to those who have already died before Christ's return because God will
judge both those who are alive and those who have died. And so those who have died will
not miss out, for although they have been judged in the flesh and have died, they will live
in the spirit according to God. The issue Peter seems to be speaking toward in this verse
is this question: Of what benefit was the gospel of the Kingdom to those who have died
and will not physically enter the Kingdom? Peter is saying here that the gospel was
preached to them so that they might be saved and thus live in God.
The gospel preached to those who are dead in verse 6 has often been incorrectly
associated with the preaching of Christ of3:19. Christ is not the subject in any of verses
1-5, although this does not exclude Christ from being one who did preach the gospel
during His earthly ministry to some who were dead at the time of Peter's letter. It Calmot
exclusively be referring to Christ, for the context is clearly including other believers. The
recipients of the gospel have positively responded and have been approved by God, being
brought into a relationship with Him; that is, they live in the spirit. In 3:19-20 the
recipients of the preaching are in prison, a sign of the prior judgment of God. They were
also specifically mentioned as those who were killed in the flood sent by God, being
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judged in the flesh according to men. Further, the stress of the physical realm of verses IS would negate an interpretation of this verse referring to Christ's activity in the
intermediate state, for this verse explains and gives a reason for the preceding material.
And so verse 6 would also have to refer to the time in the physical, earthly realm.

Summary
The background for the book of 1 Peter is the early 60s A.D., in which
persecution was mild but growing. These early Christians were being persecuted from the
government and from the people around them.
The genre of I Peter is a modified Christian diaspora letter. Peter, a church leader,
is sending communication to the dispersed members of the Church as to their conduct in
everyday life.
The structural study began with a look at the epistle as a whole. It was noted that
the purpose of the book was to encourage the believers in the midst of suffering. The
major theme is having a proper perspective of the present suffering in light of the future
rewards and glory in heaven. First Peter 3:18-22 is one of the examples of how Christ
suffered on this earth and then was glorified in heaven.
The immediate context was considered ne}.'i. The preceding context of 1 Peter
3:13-17 discusses the general issue of submission even under persecution. Peter stated
that one usually does not suffer for doing what is good, but if one does, it is a good thing
and the believer must act in a holy manner even through unjust suffering. Peter ends the
passage with the principle that if it is the will of God, it is better to suffer for doing what
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is right than doing what is wrong. This principle is the governing interpretive factor for 1
Peter 3:18-22. The principle is illustrated in the life of Christ.
The following context of 1 Peter 4:1-6 draws conclusions from 1 Peter 3:18-22.
Peter reiterates that the believers should have the expectation of suffering physically and
that they must continue to be obedient to God for God will judge the works of all
even those who have died.
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CHAPTERUI
CHRIST'S SUFFERING: EXEGESIS OF 1 PETER 3:18
Christ, An Example of One, Who Suffered for Doing Good - 3: 18a
The Textual Variant - ~1taSEV or d1tESavEv?
Many texts vary in their content with regard to the first part of verse 18. There are
eight different readings in all, which can be classified into two groupings: one that
contains the verb ~1taSEV and another that contains the verb d1tESavEv. Bruce Metzger
has categorized them and listed their textual support as such:
Followed by ~1taSEV the variants are:
(a) 1tEpi dJ.tapnwv B K P 049 056 0142326* 330451 18772127 Byz Leet PsOecumenius.
c
(b) 111tEP ttJ.twv dJ.tapnwv 326 .
(c) 111tEP dJ.tapnwv 2 241 242325 3374604892492.
Followed by the d1tESaVEV variants are:

436614630945 1739 1881 2412/6 COpbo eth Didymus.
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(h) tl1tEP d,.W.pTWAWV Didymus. 1
As Metzger has organized the variants, the pivotal word is the verb. Discerning which
verb is original would be prudent and would cut these variant options in half.
The verb ~1ta8EV is favored from an internal standpoint. Peter uses the root

1tclCTXW eleven times throughout this epistle where he does not use

d1to8v1jCTKW. The

verb ~1ta8EV fits the remote context, for Peter used this same verb in 2:21 in describing
Christ's example. 2 Paul Achtemeier adds that d1tE8aVEV would make the phrase
3

8avaTw8E1S Ilev CTapKl superfluous. If the text had read Kal ... d1tE8aVEV, it would

have implied that the Christians were dying for their faith, which is an idea not found
anywhere in this epistle. In addition, the idea of suffering fits the immediate context
better. Verse 17 contains the infinitive form of this verb and gives a general principle of
which this verse is an example. One would naturally expect the verbs to be the same.
Further, 4:1 draws a conclusion from 3:17-22 and uses two participles with 1tclCTXW, the
first of which even mentions Christ's suffering in the flesh. The repetitions of the verbs in
the immediate context all but solidify the ~1ta8EV reading.
In terms of a scribal motive it is easier to explain why a scribe would substitute
d1tE8aVEV for ~1ta8EV given the presence of the prepositional phrase 1tEPl dllapTlwv.

I Bruce Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (New York: United Bible
Societies, 1971),692.

2 This verse also has a textual variant. However the external evidence in this case (p72 ABC Byz)
is strongly in favor of the ~1taeElI reading and the textual apparatus of the United Bible Societies' The
Greek New Testament, 4th rev. ed. (Stuttgart: United Bible Society, 1994.) gives it an "A" rating.
3
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Paul Achtemeier, 1 Peter (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1996) 239.
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Since d7tE8aVEV 7tEPl dJ.1apnwv is a common Pauline formula,4 it would be more
likely that a scribe would conform this text to Paul's. More importantly there is no reason
for a scribe to do the converse.
The external evidence is fairly even as to which reading is original. With
reference to the dates of each reading, the d7tE8aVEV reading has the earliest witness in

P72 by

less than a century. With reference to the textual type support, the texts that

contain ~7ta8EV are represented by the Alexandrian and Byzantine text types, while the
texts in support of the d7tE8aVEV reading are represented by the Alexandrian, and to a
much smaller degree, the Byzantine text type.
The textual group that contains the verb d7tE8aVEV has more variant readings
with major witnesses than the ~7ta8EV group does. For instance, the readings of (d) 7tEPl
e
~
~
~
~
72 A
~
~
~
~
""c (""*
~
aJ.1apnwv
U7tEp
U/lWV P
arm.; (e) 7tEpt,~
a/lapnwv
U7tEp
llJ.1WV"
"
TWV

evidenced by strong and early witnesses. The lack of unity and the corrections within this
group would seem to place suspicion upon this reading as being altered and suspect by
the scribes, who copied or corrected the doubted text. But there is not enough evidence to
draw any conclusions. Therefore, the external evidence does not seem to sway the issue
in one direction or the other.
Scholars who wrote the textual apparatus in the United Bible Societies' Greek
New Testament have moved from favoring the d7tE8aVEV reading with a "D" rating to
favoring ~7ta8EV with a "B" rating from the second edition of 1968 to the fourth edition

4
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See Rom. 6:10,1 Cor. 15:3,2 Cor. 5:14, and 1 Thess. 5:10.
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of 1983. 5 The committee of scholars of the United Bible Society has favored the ~7ta9EV
reading because it best fits Peter's vocabulary, d7tE9aVEV would change the thought of
the passage in light of 3: 17 and 4: 1, and a scribe would be more inclined to hannonize
this text with other New Testament books, which use d7to9v11O"Kw with reference to
Christ's work for sin. 6 Further, the vast majority of modem scholarship on the Petrine
epistles favors the ~7ta9EV reading. 7
Therefore, from the strong arguments that can be made from the internal
evidence, the inconclusive external evidence, and the opinion of scholarship, the ~7ta9EV
reading is to be favored as the original reading of the text. Building on this conclusion,
the remaining variants under this reading, as shown above, are: (a) 7tEpi d/-lapTlwv B K
P 049 056 0142 326* 330 451 1877 2127 Byz Leet Ps-Oecumenius; (b) U7tEP ';/-lWV
d/-lapTlwv 326c; and (c) U7tEP d/-lapTlwv 2 241 242 325 337 460 489 2492. The
external evidence clearly eliminates any other reading than (a) ~7ta9EV 7tEpi d~taPTlwv.

The Relation of this Dependent Clause to Its Independent Clause
Verse 18 begins with the dependent conjunction ()Tl introducing a dependent
clause that grammatically modifies the principle given in verse 17, that it is better to
suffer for doing good than for doing evil if it is God's will. The conjunction ()Tl could

5 A "D" rating indicates that the Committee of scholars had great difficulty in arriving at a
decision, while a "B" rating indicates that the text is almost certain. See page 3* in the introduction of the
fouth edition of the The Greek New Testament or page xi of the second edition for more information.

6

See Bruce Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 692.

7 Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 131-133; Achtemeier, 237, 247; Hiebert, 221;
Davids, 135 esp. no. 17; Elliott, 640; and Michaels, 195.
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only be functioning with a causal function in this context, giving the evidence or the
grounds for the preceding principle of verse 17.
Since verse 17 is also causal, being introduced with yap, verses 18-22 are more
remotely related to the greater context of 13-17. Dalton, Reike, and Kelly overemphasize
the connection of verse 18 to the greater paragraph, desiring to connect verses 18-22 to
the earlier teachings of the passage, differing according to what they understand the
preceding paragraph to teach. 8 Dalton understands verses 18-22 as an example of the
confidence a Christian has in the face of suffering and links it especially with verse 14. 9
Reike connects verses 18-22 with the idea of preaching the gospel to the wicked, which is
implied in verses 15-16, with the exhortation to be ready to give a defense of the hope. lO
Kelly associates verses 18-22 with Peter's statement in verse 14 that even if they suffer
because of righteousness, they are blessed. 11 Each author picks one particular theme of
the paragraph at the exclusion of the others and applies an artificial connection to verses
18-22. It would seem just as easy for Peter to have interjected this example after anyone
of these suggested verses if that had been his intent. The following context of XPlCTTOU
ouv nu86vToS

UUPKL

in 4: 1 seems to negate any suggested theme of fearlessness,

preaching the gospel, or blessing. Rather, the principle of verse 17 is repeated in 4: 1-2,
seeing Christ as an example of one who physically suffered for doing what is good. The
believers are to be like-minded, living by the will of God even if it includes suffering.

8

Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Sprits, 121-12; Reike, 126-136; and J. Kelley, 147.

9

Dalton, 127.

10

Reike, 130.

11

J. Kelley, 147.
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Christ is not a strict example for believers to follow in this instance, but rather an
example of a righteous one who did suffer under God's will. Christ's suffering is
described as uniquely "for sin." This suffering is the basis for Peter to say that if it is
God's will, it is better for those who suffer because they are doing good than for doing
wrong. Christ's example shows that God's will for the believer sometimes includes
suffering for obeying, but it also shows that God will reward the suffering experienced
for Him in this world, in the next.

The Function of Kat and How It Relates to Interpretation
The Kat indicates how this verse corresponds to the previous verse. Verse 17 is a
first class conditional sentence, where Peter is assuming for the sake of the argument that
everyone's circumstances are the will of God. Since tins is true, it is better to suffer now
and be rewarded and glorified by God later. The Kat, "also," is an adjunctive particle,
which introduces an additional, parallel thought into the discussion. This function is
favored by Peter as seen in 1:15; 2:8, 18,21; 3:1, 5, 7, 19,21; 4:1, 13; and 5:1Y In this
case the Kat, translated "also," indicates that this is one way, in which Christ suffered for
God's purpose.

The Concept of Suffering
The words naaxw/na8TlI.1Q. are general terms used to convey the idea of an
experience or anything that befalls a man, whether good or bad. Over time its negative
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Achtemeier, 246.
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connotation dominated, and nacrx wlna81ll1u was used predominately for the idea of
suffering pain or enduring hardship.13 If an author wanted to communicate its positive
meaning, he would have to provide some clear indication of his intentions. In the New
Testament only Paul in Galatians 3:4 uses this positive sense, elsewhere its negative
connotations are implied.
The term nacrxwlna81ll1u is used of Christ in the Gospels, Acts, 2 Corinthians,
Philippians, Hebrews, and 1 Peter. Michaelis says that nacrxw is used in two distinct
ways in Acts and the Gospels. It is used simply of Christ's death, or of the suffering
events of Christ before and during the cross. But with reference to Hebrews and 1 Peter,
Michaelis says that nacrxw is only used with reference to Christ's death. 14
This division is seen in the Lukan writings first from the words of Jesus. In Luke

22: 15_16,15 24:46,16 Jesus uses this word or its Aramaic equivalent with the idea of death.
In Luke 24:26, Jesus relates nacrxw to the elders' rejection, sentencing, and crucifixion
mentioned in verse 20, thus broadening its scope beyond simply His death. 17 Both Luke

9:22 and 17:25 clearly indicate that Jesus' suffering also has a plural sense when it

13 See Baure, Arndt, Gingrich, Danker, Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other
Early Christian Literature 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979), 633-634; Thayer, GreekEnglish Lexicon of the New Testament (New York: American Book Company, 1889),494; and B. Gartner
"Suffering" in The New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1978),719-725.
14 Wilhem Michaelis, "nufTXw" in Theological Dictionary of the New Testament ed. by Gerhard
Friedrich, vol. V (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1967),912-919.

15 Jesus said, "I have earnestly desired to eat this Passover with you before I suffer; for I say to
you, I shall never again eat it until it is fulfilled in the kingdom of God."
16 The text reads, "Thus it is written, that the Christ should suffer and rise again from the dead the
third day ... "
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glory?"

Jesus asked, "Was it not necessary for the Christ to suffer these things and to enter into His
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records Jesus saying that He must suffer many things. I8
Luke also chooses nelO"Xw to convey both the meaning of death and the broader
meaning. In Acts 1:3 and 17:3, Luke uses this verb synonymously with death. The former
passage says, "To these He also presented Himself alive, after His suffering . . ." and the
latter passage says, "explaining and giving evidence that the Christ had to suffer and rise
again from the dead ...." These two passages uses the term "suffering" in juxtaposition
with being raised from the dead, which clearly indicates the Luke uses nelO"Xw to convey
the meaning of death. But in Acts 3:18, Luke records Peter's sermon where nelO"Xw is
related to Israel's rejection and Christ's crucifixion, found in verses 13-15, which gives
the suffering a plural sense. Thus throughout the Lukan writings nelO"Xw/nel8"lJla is
used with both its plural meaning and as a synonym for the death of Christ.
Mark summarizes Jesus' teaching concerning the sufferings that He would go
through in Mark 8:31 and 9:12. In these verses, Mark uses the plural phrase, nOAAcl
na8Elv!1tel81J which indicates that he is using neluxw to convey more than just Christ's

death.
Matthew's parallel accounts of the verses in Mark's gospel also give a plural
meaning to nelO"xw. The parallel account of Mark 8:31, recorded in Matthew 16:21,
shows that Matthew is using Christ's teaching concerning His suffering to refer to the
events at the hands of the elders, chief priests, and scribes prior to his death. It seems
clear that Matthew is differentiating between Christ's suffering and His death, since the

18 In the former example the phrase nOAAU na8E"ill is not described by the remainder of the verse
for it can hardly be said that His resurrection was viewed by the early church as a suffering. In the latter
example the sufferings are distinguished from Israel's rejection of Him.
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text reads, '"He must go to Jerusalem, and suffer many things from the elders and chief
priests and scribes, and be killed, and be raised up on the third day."
Matthew's parallel account of Mark 9:12 gives a more general statement of the
Christ suffering by the hands of the IsraeL It says, ". . . but I say to you, that Elijah
already came, and they did not recognize him, but did to him whatever they wished. So
also the Son of Man is going to suffer at their hands." Matthew explains to his audience
that Jesus was talking about John the Baptist, who was rejected by Israel 19 and ultimately
killed by Herod?O Therefore Michaels' two-fold division seems to be accurate with
regard to the Gospels and Acts.
Paul uses the plural sense of nclcrxw/ncl9TJfla in his writings. In 2 Corinthians
1:5 and Philippians 3: 10, Paul uses the plural form of ncl9TJfla to communicate the
sufferings of Christ and that believers share in them.
The writer of Hebrews communicates both ideas. First he uses ncl9TJfla TOU
9aVclTou in 2:9, making suffering synonymous with death?l However, in the very next
verse, the author uses the plural na9TJflclTWV, which would extend further than just
Christ's death. This sense is also given to its use in 2:18 and 5:8. 22 In Hebrews 9:26, the
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Matt. 11 :16-19.

20

Matt. 14:3-12, Mark 6:17-29, and Luke 3:18-20.

21 This is the genitive of apposition function where the genitive noun clarifies the ambiguity ofthe
head noun, "the suffering of death." See Wallace, p. 95-96.
22 The text of2:18 reads, "For since He Himselfwas tempted in that which He has suffered, He is
able to come to the aid of those who are tempted." This text would certainly not refer to His death for He
was not tempted in His death, but in the painful events throughout His life. The text of 5:8 says, "Although
He was a Son, He learned obedience from the things which He suffered." The plural "things" clearly
indicates a broad sense of suffering is being used.
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writer equates the suffering of Christ with His sacrificial death. 23 In Hebrews 13:12, he
indicates that the suffering of Christ occurred outside of the city, which could only refer
to the event of the crucifixion, for His rejection, trials, and beatings all occurred within
the city. Thus Michaelis' two-fold division is carried out beyond the Gospels and Acts.
In the Petrine corpus, 1 Peter 1:11,4:13, and 5:1 use the plural form of the noun

indicating that Peter means the suffering of Christ to convey more than just His death. In
fact, Peter seems to use 1talTxwhta9rU1U as referring to physical hardships that ended
when Christ died. The plural use of suffering with reference to Christ and the contexts of
these verses negate Michaelis' claim that Peter exclusively uses 1talTxwl1ta9'YlIlU as a
synonym for death.
In 2:21-24, Peter uses the verb 1talTXw and then explains it. Peter says that

Christ's suffering is an example left for the believers to follow. Peter then continues to
explain how Christ suffered. Peter describes three events with regard to Christ's
suffering. He rust notes that he was reviled but did not revile in return, which would
point out the verbal abuse and cursing that was directed toward Him.
Secondly, he states that although He suffered, He did not threaten. This use of
1talTXw does not add anything to this study, but information can be gleaned from the

structure of this verse. This second pair of concessive participle and verb structure also
shows an action/reaction chain of events, where Christ does not carry out an expected
reaction. In this case the expected reaction was to make a threat. The implication is that
Christ could have threatened punishment if they carried out their judgment of crucifixion.

23 The text says, "Otherwise, He would have needed to suffer often since the foundation of the
world; but now once at the consummation of the ages He has been manifested to put away sin by the
sacrifice of Himself."
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This shows that Peter is using nuuxw in a physical sense of suffering, and in this context
it refers to the suffering brought about by human hands.
Finally, Peter describes the example of Christ's suffering as that which produces a
good end. In verse 24, Christ's suffering is the event of our sin being placed on His body
on the cross for the purpose of providing righteousness to believers. This act is
emphasized as being a greater act of suffering, for the third person personal pronoun is
used in its intensive function to convey this idea. It is being contrasted with verse 22 and
to a lesser extent verse 23, emphasizing that the sinless, blameless Christ suffered for
sms.
Peter uses nuuxw with reference to the believers in 2:19 and 2:20. These
references are clearly physical in nature and being carried out via the hands of man. This
sense of suffering would be carried over by Peter's audience to 3: 14 and 3: 17, which
provides meaning to Peter's use of nuuxw that is parallel to Christ's suffering in 3:18.
Therefore nuuX w would communicate the idea of physical suffering at the hands of
man. The idea of death would not be predominate in Peter's use of nuuxw, but it would
nonetheless be known to the readers that Christ's suffering ended in death. Peter conveys
this idea with the use of the adverbial participle 9uvuTwgels. However, it is unlikely
that Peter's audience was experiencing martyrdom at this time, as there is no indication
of their dying for their faith anywhere in this epistle.

Sin's Relation to Christ's Suffering
The phrase, (fnuCj nepl ctfJupnwv, is the first of the descriptive phrases that
describe the suffering of Christ. The adverb (fnuCj can mean once in contrast to now or
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once in contrast to repeatedly. In tlus context of present suffering in light of heavenly
glory, it is primarily being used to show a fOlmer condition, that Christ in the past
suffered physically and thus implying that He no longer suffers physically. Only
secondarily does it convey the idea that it will only occur one time, for one can deduce
that Christ is now glorified in heaven and will not suffer again. The contrast of Christ's
one-time sacrifice opposed to the Levitical repetition of sacrifices is true theologically as
in Hebrews 9-10, but it is foreign to this context. Peter's thought is on the physical
suffering that Christ experienced once.
The prepositional phrase 7tEPl dflapTlWV syntactically has a reference function
showing that Christ suffered concerning, or with reference to, sins. This specifically
shows that Christ did not just suffer innocently and for no reason, but that He suffered on
behalf of other's sins, i. e. there was a purpose. In the Septuagint, this phrase appears with
reference to the sacrifices made for sin in Leviticus 5:7, 6:30; Ezekiel 43:21; Psahns
40:7; and Isaiah 50:10. 24 The use of 7tEPl dflapTlWV with reference to a sin-offering is
also carried over with the same nuance in Romans 8:3; Hebrews 5:3, 10:6,8, 18,26; and
1 John 2:2, 4: 1O. However, since this exact phrase, 7tEPl dflapTlWV ~7taeEV, is not used
elsewhere in the New Testament, it should not be considered a technical term.
Some equate this phrase to the more common Pauline phrase of tl7tEP
dflapTlWV.25 But Peter's style would indicate that there is a difference. Peter uses tl7tEP

in the next clause and in 2:21, where both of the preposition's objects are personal. In the

24 For further discussioll see Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 131 and ll. 27, and
Hiebert First Peter, 222.

25

b

Achtemeier, 247 and ll. 88.
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six out of seven times when Peter uses 7tEpi, it refers to impersonal ideas or things. 26
Thus it is Peter's style to use the 7tEpi or -tl7tEP depending upon the object. With this in
mind, the phrase 7tEpi dllupnwlI should be viewed simply as a general purpose of His
suffering that is for the sins of man.

Christ's Suffering from God's Perspective - 3:18b
Filling in the Blanks: The Ellipsis Used
This is the :first clause that describes the event of Christ's suffering, SiKUtOs -tl7tEP

dSiKWlI. Grammatically, the nominative SiKUtOS and the prepositional phrase -tl7tEP
dSiKWlI strongly point to at least a missing verb, which the Greek readers would
automatically supply. The ellipsis or missing words that Peter's audience would naturally
supply are the previous words Kuili7tue:, ~7tUaElI, giving this clause the idea: "The just
one also once suffered for the unjust ones." This clause describes Christ's suffering from
a different vantage point, a divine one. But before this new perspective is expounded, the
repetition of ~1tUaElI must be noted.
By way of a reminder, Peter is making a parallel between the physical sufferings
of the believers with Christ's physical sufferings as he is giving an example of the
principle of verse 17. So Christ's sufferings refer specifically here to the physical side of
His sufferings. This specific reference does not negate His spiritual suffering or His
suffering of death; rather, it emphasizes a different aspect of Christ's redemptive work.
It is from God's vantage point that Christ can be proclaimed to be just or

26 See 1 Pet. 1:10 (2x), 3:15, 3:18, 5:7, 2 Pet. 1:12, and 3:16. The only instance where 1tEPl has a
personal object is in 1 Pet. 5:7, where it clearly has a benefit function.
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righteous in His actions and man can be proclaimed as being unjust or unrighteous in his
actions. Elsewhere 8iK<llOS is used as a title for Christ,27 but here the moral standing of
Christ is being stressed opposed to His identity. By describing Christ's suffering as such,
Peter is emphasizing Christ's innocence, showing Christ to be a perfect example of one
who suffered for doing what is good under God's will (see verse 17). His language is also
close to Isaiah 53 as he has alluded in 2:22-23, where the righteous one suffers for the
umighteousness of others. 28 Although Isaiah 53 may be behind Peter's words at this
point, it is highly unlikely and unnecessary that any of Peter's audience would make the
intertextual connection based on these three words. The ideas of Christ's redemptive
work are already heightened from the context of "Christ suffering for sins" and "the just
for the unjust ones;" and by the following phrase "in order to bring us/you to God."

The Unrighteous Benefactors
While Peter is emphasizing Christ's innocent suffering, he also amplifies the
purpose of His suffering. The prepositional phrase -ti1tEP d8iKWV shows personal
advantage of the unrighteous and thus has the idea: "the just one suffered on behalf of
and for the benefit of the unrighteous ones." The general nature of the dOlKwv indicates
that all are included in this category of unrighteous. Syntactically, the lack of article and
the second adjective's plural number would give a generic quality to it, seeing the realm
of man in two definitive categories of the one in right standing before God and the rest
who are not.

>
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Acts 3:14; 7:52; 22:14; 1 John 2:11, 29; and 3:7.

28

See Dalton, Proclamation, 121.
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This clause reinforces the notion that the suffering that Christ suffered has to do
with the atonement of man's sins. Soteriologically, this clause strongly implies that Christ
paid for the sins of all men, for all men are unrighteous?9 It also indicates the
substitutionary nature of Christ's suffering on account of sin, for He suffered for them.

The Purpose of Christ's Suffering - 3: 18c
The Textual Variant: tlJ.u'iS or ~J.1CiS?
The external evidence does not contribute much in favor of either variant. They
both are supported by Alexandrian and Byzantine text types and are evidenced in early
manuscripts.

However, on the basis of the internal evidence, it is concluded that tlJ.1CiS

should be favored. Peter consistently uses the second person pronoun in the surrounding
context either explicitly with the pronoun lTu/tlJ.1E1S in 3:13, 15, 16, 21; 4:1, and 4; or
implicitly by the second person verb ending in 3:13, 14, 15, 16; 4:1, and 2. Peter only
uses the first person plural pronoun explicitly in 1:3 (2x); 2:24; and 4: 17. It is noteworthy
that one of the uses of the first person plural pronoun in 1:3 and the use in 2:24 are in
soteriological contexts, and in each of these contexts Peter also uses the second person
plural pronoun. It would seem likely that when Peter wrote the first person plural
pronoun, he would be using creedal materia1. 30 But he would then further explain its
content and use the typical Petrine second person plural pronoun.
If one considers this passage as hymnic or creedal material, then one could make

29

See Rom. 3:10 and 23.

30 I am suggesting that Peter is using creedal material because there is no other logical explanation
for the use of the fIrst person pronoun in verses 1:3 and 2:24, especially since he uses the second person
pronoun in the immediate preceding and following contexts.
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an argument for favoring the first person pronoun. But the lack of evidence and
agreement over the length, shape, and form of this so-called hymnic or creedal passage
leaves one on very speculative ground in terms of speaking of this passage as a hymn or
creed with any degree of certainty. With reference to a creed or hymn, Paul Achtemeier
says, "Lack of agreement about the reconstructed form indicates that such attempts owe
at least as much to the imagination of those reconstructing them as they do to evidence in
the text itself. ,,31
In addition, if a creed or hymn were being used, Peter has also added his own
word and amplification to it, which would undoubtedly change the thought, the syntax,
and the meaning of the whole passage. Further, the four examples of the first person
plural pronoun do not involve a textual variant. Since 3: 18 does contain a variant, it is
likely that the text's early readers saw similarities between this verse and familiar creedal
or hymnic material, which did contain the first person pronoun, and altered the text
accordingly. If this were not the case, it would be more likely that a scribe would broaden
the scope to include himself than to restrict it. 32 It also must be noted that Peter is one of
the founders of Christianity and is one with a boisterous character. From whom would
Peter be getting this creed or hymn? Why shouldn't Peter be considered to be the fOlmder
of many creedal formulas? Therefore this material should not be considered to be a hymn
or creed, but Peter's words. Thus the meaning of the phrases should be considered within
the context in which they are found.

31Achtemeier, 242.
32 Metzger, Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 693.
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The Function and Meaning of the SUbjunctive Clause

This next clause further develops Peter's example of Christ's suffering for a
purpose. It continues to develop the point that suffering for good is in God's will and thus
for a reason. The clause, ~vu llf.1ac; 1tpolTuyaY1J np 8elP, is a subjunctive clause with a
purpose function?3 The verb 1tpolTayw is used in the New Testament in Luke 9:41, Acts
16:20,27:27, where it is utilized as someone being moved towards something. The noun
form 1tpOlTuywYTl is used in Romans 5:2, Ephesians 2:18, and 3:12 with specific
reference to the believer's access or approach to God or His grace through Christ. The
term's technical meaning as used in the Septuagint is not used outside of Acts 16:20,
where Luke uses the term with regard to the presentation of a person at a royal

COurt.
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The other two technical meanings, which are the consecration of priests for service35 and
sacrifices and offerings being presented to God,36 are not used in the New Testament.
Any of these later technical nuances could apply theologically to Christ's redemptive
work, but none fits the overriding law of Peter's context. The idea of Christ suffering in
order to bring us as sacrifices, or as consecrated priests, or before the judgment of God is
simply not in the context.
Seeing Peter's use of 1tpolTayw as a technical term is also mmecessary, for Luke
and Paul show that during the first century there was a broader, more common use of this
term. Paul's use of 1tpOlTuywYTl in a soteriological context especially leads one to favor
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Daniel Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996),664.
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Ex. 21:6; Num. 25:6; and 27:5.

35

Ex. 29:4, 8; 40: 12; Lev. 8:24; and Num. 8:9-10.

36

Ex. 29:10; and Lev. 1:2.
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Peter's use as non-technical. Peter would simply mean that a purpose of Christ's
suffering was/is to bring or lead the believers to God. 37 The "bringing" or "leading"
refers generally to reconciliation. This act of bringing them to God was not in the future
from the perspective of Peter's readers but already a present reality. They had already
been brought into a right relationship to God. Peter is showing them that Christ's
ilmocent physical suffering was part of the work that brought about their present position,
which was all in God's will. Peter is thus showing that God sometimes brings suffering to
the righteous in order to bring about a greater good.
The sum of these three clauses of verse 18 is truly ironic, for it was Peter, who,
during Christ's ministry, condenmed Christ for suggesting that He must suffer and die. 38
During that time Peter understood neither the plan of God nor the reason for this innocent
man, the Messiah, to suffer and die. But now he understands the reason for Christ's
suffering clearly and is using Christ's suffering as a basis for a principle of the Christian
life.

The Description of Christ's Suffering - 3: 18d
The Nature and Relation of This Correlative Clause

The last clause is a pivotal clause, upon which the interpretation of much of what
follows will hang. The particles I1EV ... 8E form a correlative clause, which generally has
the idea of "on the one hand ... but on the other hand" or "to be sure ... but." Bauer,
Arndt, Gingrich, and Danker make a distinction between the I1EV . . . 8E correlative

t
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The dative "to God" is a simple dative of indirect object as commonly used with this verb.
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Matt. 16:21-23 and Mark 8:31-33.
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clauses that begin with a concession and those that do not. 39 The former would take a
translation similar to the above general idea, while the latter would not translate the flEV
but would only translate the OE as "but." In the passage under discussion, it would seem
that Peter is making a concession, admitting that Christ suffered more than his audience
has, for He was put to death. There is no indication in this epistle that Peter's audience
has suffered unto death, and so Christ's suffering would be unique in that respect.
Peter uses the flEV ... oE constmction three other times in this epistle: 1:20, 2:4,
and 4:6, all of which follow a similar pattern. In 1:20, Peter uses two adjectival passive
genitive participles connected by flEV ... oE to describe XPIUTOU as being foreknown
before the foundation of the world and being revealed in these last times. Both the
participles and the temporal prepositional modifiers are antithetical. In 2:4, Peter
contrasts a perfect passive accusative participle with a prepositional phrase and two
accusative adjectives with a prepositional phrase describing A190v. Here, he describes the
living stone as being rejected by man but chosen and honored before God. 4o Notice, once
again, that both Peter's verbal ideas41 of being rejected, then chosen and honored and
their prepositional phrases are antithetical. Finally, in 4:6 Peter connects two subjunctive
verbs, each being modified with a prepositional phrase and a dative noun. Although the
meaning of this verse is somewhat hard to unravel, it is clear that the two verbs ("judged"

39 Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of New Testament and Other Early Christian
Literature, 2d ed., trans. and rev. William R. Arndt, F. Wilbur Gingrich, and Frederick W. Danker
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979),502.
40 There is some discord as to whether the latter adjective should be translated as honorable or
precious. But to this present study either will suffice to make the intended point.

41 I say "verbal ideas" here for there is probably an implied dill participle on which the
prepositional phrase napa 8EtP hangs.
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and "live"), the two prepositional phrases ("according to man" and "according to God")
and the two dative nouns ("in the flesh" and "in the spirit" are each antithetical. Thus, the
pattern Peter uses is a J.tEV . . . 8E construction of passive verbal ideas and adverbial
descriptors, both of which are antithetical to one another.
In turning to 3: 18, one should expect a similar use of J.tEV ... 8E, for Peter also
contrasts two passive participles that each have an adverbial modifier. Thus, both the
verbal ideas and the dative nouns should be considered as being antithetical.
Before the individual participles and their dative nouns are considered, further
comment upon their grammatical relation to the rest of the verse is needed. These
participles are both masculine nominative singular participles, which agree with
XPIUTOS, the subject; but they are anarthrous and too far removed to be adjectival in

function. Therefore they are adverbial in function describing ~7taeEV, the main verb in
Peter's example, and have Christ as their subject.
The participles should not be considered to be describing 7tpouaydY1J for a
number of reasons. Contextually, the thrust of the passage is not on developing Christts
work of bringing man to God but on developing His suffering. Grammatically, the active
voice of the verb 7tpoua yd Y1J and the passive voice of the participles makes it difficult
to attribute a syntactical function to these participles. The passive participles could not be
explaining how or why Christ was actively involved in bringing the readers to God. The
only syntactical function that would fit is the causal function.
However, a causal function for the participles would be redundant. Peterts major
thought is that Christ suffered and the purpose or intended outcome of this is for Christ to
bring them to God. The very nature of a purpose clause necessitates some prior event to
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form the basis and be stated previously. Thus the basis or cause for the intended purpose
of Christ bringing them to God was His suffering. It would be unlikely that Peter would
state this again. It is far more preferable to think that Peter is further developing the
events surrounding the suffering.
A causal function for these participles would also remove the force of the ,..,ev ...

8e construction for the contrast inherent in this construction would be outside the bOlmds
of normal communication. The idea that Christ will bring you to God since He was put to
death in the flesh but made alive in the spirit seems to have an awkward sentence
structure. If Peter had been presenting two reasons or two events that form the ground for
Christ bringing his audience to God, there would be no need to contrast them. It would
seem more likely, if Peter had intended to convey a causal idea, he would have joined
9avaTwgelS and s~o1t0l,,gelS with a Kat.

The Death and Life of Christ
Christ's physical death
The first clause in the correlative conjunction is 9avaTwgelS ,..,ev UapKl. The
verb 9a. va. TOW has the basic meaning of "to put to death" or "to hand someone over to
be killed" and could imply a literal meaning or a spiritual meaning. Since 9avaTwgelS
is antithetical to S~01t0l,,9elS (to make alive), the meaning of this verb must be "put to
death" rather than '"handed over to be killed."
The dative noun demands that the literal meaning of this verb be understood, for it
communicates that this death was a physical death. It is best to understand the noun as a
dative of reference, which would simply convey the idea that Christ was put to death
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physically.42 A reference function usually clarifies an otherwise nonsensical statement.43
In this case, the statement "put to death and made alive" does not make sense without the

dative of reference being added to qualify the participles. Since Peter uses a pattern of
contrasting both the verbal ideas and their modifiers within the ~ell . . . 8e construction,
this dative of reference function must also be able to be applied to 1tlleu~u Tl. Applying
the dative of reference function to both nouns does provide the simplest and the most
natural solution.
In the !lEV ... 8E constmction where the !lEV clause shows a concessive idea, the

emphasis is on the second, 8e clause. The first participial expression in the !lEV . . . 8E
constmction is subordinate to the second participle. 44 So the function of the first
participle is concessive, as the ~ev

... 8E constmction indicates.

The participle's passive voice indicates that the act of putting Christ to death was
done to Him by an outside source. It can be understood that Christ was put to death by
the hands of man. In the context of verses 13-17, the suffering of the believers is at the
hands of man. However, the parallel of 9ulIuTwgelS, which is t;4J01t0l11gelS, has a
divine passive indicating that God was the agent that made Him alive. Further, the
principle in verse 17 seems to indicate the ultimate agent as God when Peter says that if it
is the will of God that you should suffer. Peter's dependence on ISaiall 53 in his earlier
discourse on the suffering of Christ (2:21-25) would favor a divine passive, for Isaiah
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See Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 141.

43

See Wallace, 144-145.

44 See Michaels, 205; Achtemeier, 249; Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 126, 142; F.
Blass, A. Debrunner, and R. Funk, Greek Grammar of the New Testament (Chicago: University of Chicago,
1961),232.
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53:4 and 10 assign God as the agent that brought death. Surely both the human and divine
agents are involved in the death of Christ, and both could be read into this verse with no
real damage to the meaning. But the human agent should be favored, for it best fits the
context and best fits the life experiences of Peter's readers.

Christ's spiritual life
The second clause in the correlative stmcture is s~o7tOtTJ8ElS

8e 7tVEUJ.ta.Tt, "but

made alive in the spirit." The participle S~o7tolTJ8ElS means "to make alive" or "to give
life to." In the New Testament,

l;;~07t01EW

sometimes refers to various resurrections

where the physical body is brought back to life,45 or to the giving of spiritual life. 46 In
both cases, the idea is the giving of life to something, which had previously ceased to be
or had never existed. 1 Corinthians 15:36 emphatically states that something cannot be
made alive if it is not first dead. The concept of giving or imparting life to that which was
dead fits into the correlative structure, being an antonym for 8uvuTw8ElS, to put
something which is alive to death.
The verb S4J07t01EW never refers to Christ's resurrection in the New Testament;
the terms
of

dVcllTTUlTlS

dVcllTTUlTlS

and ~YElpw are usually chosen. Since Peter uses the genitive form

in verse 21, it is unlikely that he would use a different word here to

convey the same idea. It is more likely that he chose this unique term to convey a unique

45 There are three nuances used when the New Testament authors use this term with reference to a
resurrection. Some use it with reference to a resuscitation of one who will die again as in John 5 :21. Some
use it with reference to the eschatological corporate resurrection in mind as in Rom. 8: 11; 1 Cor. 15:22, 36.
Still some use a combination of the two as in Rom. 4:17.

46
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See John 6:63; 1 Cor. 15:45; 2 Cor. 3:6; Gal. 3:21; Eph. 2:5; and Col. 2:13 (also Barnabas 6).
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idea, and thus he is separating Christ's being made alive from His resurrection.
This concept of being made alive and then later being resurrected is also found in
Paul's writings. Ephesians 2:5-6 separates the event of the believer being made alive with
Christ (lTUVEsW01tOll1lTEV), and then being raised together with Christ (lTUVi!YElpEV).47
The separation of these two ideas is no accident. One should at least explore the possible
reasons for such inspired wording.
At this point, it may be noted that if this verse is from a creed or hymn,
s4J01t01118ElS would not be Peter's wording and thus he may not mean for the audience

to see a distinction between made alive in verse 18 and resurrection in verse 21. In
response to such a suggestion, it must be noted that there is no other use of s4J01tOl118ElS
in Christian literature or the entire Bible where this word refers to Christ's resurrection. If
this were part of an early Christian creed or hymn, that terminology should appear
elsewhere. Due to the lack of such evidence, one should understand this word to
communicate its normal literal meaning, which is either return of physical life or the
giving of spiritual life.
In the context of 3:18, s4J01tOl118ElS cannot be referring to a physical

resurrection. The first reason for this is the gramnmtical adverbial position of the J.1EV •..

OE construction under 1tcllTXW. Although the tense of the participles is aorist, which
generally indicates antecedent time, the time relative to 1tcllTXW has to be
contemporaneous, for Christ did not suffer after He was put to death, but He was put to

47 Notice that actually there is a positive three-step process given in the Ephesians text: made
alive, resurrected, ascension. This three-step process is also found in Peter's text with reference to Christ:
made alive (vs. 18), resurrection (vs. 21), and ascension (vs. 22).
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death as a part of and an end to His physical suffering. Secondly, the syntactical
classification of S4Jo7tol1l8E1S as an attendant circumstance

48

would also demand a

contemporaneous time reference, for it is communicating additional information during
the time of His suffering. If there were a time difference, and s4Jo7t0l1l8elS occurred
after or before His suffering, one would expect a temporal indicator to explain when this
took place, as in Matthew 3:11 or John 19:32. It must be noted that Peter's intention is not
to give a chronology but to give the circumstances concerning Christ's suffering.
The third reason s4Jo7t0l1l8elS could not be referring to a physical resurrection is
the use of the dative of reference nouns. With the correlative structure and the two
seemingly contradictory, antithetical verbal ideas (put to death but made alive), Peter
must clarify what he means by this. Thus he adds the two datives of reference to clarify
that one was physical while the other was spiritual. To take s4Jo7tol1l8elS as referring to
a physical resurrection would necessitate an agency or means function of 7tveuJ.1u n,
which would be unlikely, given Peter's pattern for the J.1EV ... OE construction and the
parallelism in play.
The voice of s4Jo7tol1l8elS is passive, meaning that someone else made Christ
alive. The act of giving life with reference to this verb is always performed by one of the
Persons of the Godhead, usually by God the Father. In John 5:21, the act of giving life is
used as evidence of the deity of Christ. So the passive voice of the participle is clearly a
divine passive, which means that God is the understood agent of the action of the verb.
The participle's syntactical function is an adverbial participle of attendant

48

See the argument below on pages 47-48.
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circumstance, where the participle communicates an additional fact, circumstance, or
action that accompanies the action of the leading verb. 49 The attendant circumstance
participle communicates an action that is, in some sense, coordinate with the main verb
and is translated as a finite verb joined to the main verb with the addition of "and," but is
still dependent upon the main verb. Semantically, the emphasis is on the leading verb
rather than the attendant circumstance participle. 50 An attendant circumstance participle,
structurally, is usually aorist, accompanied by an aorist main verb, which will be
imperative or indicative; it usually precedes the main verb in position; and it is usually
found in narrative literature. 51 Although the participle in 1 Peter 3:18 fits only three out of
the five general indicators,52 it must be noted that these are only general guidelines, and
the sense of a participle is an overriding factor. 53 Looking at the other adverbial
participial functions, none of them fit the context. Being made alive in the spirit does not
indicate how, why, when, or where Christ suffered. Seeing it as an additional fact would
cause one to translate it as "Christ also once suffered ... and surely He was put to death
in the flesh but He was made alive in the spirit."
To lmderstand properly the two sides of the correlative coin of being put to death
and made alive, one must take into consideration the dative nouns. It has been shown

49 Dana and Mantey call this a circumstantial participle. See H. E. Dana and Julius R. Mantey, A
Manual Grammar a/the Greek New Testament (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1955),228-229.

50 See Wallace 642-643; and Richard A. Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek: A Linguistic
and Exegetical Approach (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1994), 158.

51

These criteria are given as general guidelines by Wallace, 642.

52

It is not found before the main verb and it is not in narrative literature.

53 See Wallace's explanation on pages 640-642 and his examples that do not meet all five
structural criteria on pages 644-645 .
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above that the ftrst dative noun was functioning as a dative of reference due to the need
for clariftcation. It has also been shown that Peter's use of the J-lEV ...

oe construction not

only places the verbal ideas in contrast but also the adverbial modifters. This necessitates
that the function given to one dative noun would likewise be given to the other. Thus the
reference function should be applied to 7tVEUJ-laTl, "with reference to the spirit" or "in
the spirit.,,54 This would have the idea that Christ was made alive spiritually. Considering
that the verb SW07tOlEW means to give life where there was no life previously, this clause
would be implying that Christ had died spiritually, for He could not be made alive unless
He had died. 55
Since earlier in verse 18, Christ's suffering is viewed as being on behalf of
believers, it is only logical that Christ died spiritually. He did not die physically on their
behalf for they all had to die, but He did die spiritually for them so that they would never
have to die spiritually. The basic idea of death is separation. Spiritual death is to be
separated from God. The true heart of atonement is that Christ was separated from God
so that we do not have to be separated from Him.
It must be restated that this correlative clause is adverbial in that it adds an

additional circumstance to Christ's suffering. So the timing of Christ being made alive
spiritually would be during His suffering on the cross.
Putting the information of verse 18 together, Peter is communicating that Christ's
suffering ended in physical death and that although Christ was made alive spiritually, He

54 Some scholars use the terms dative of respect or dative of sphere with much the same meaning.
Many also agree that the parallel nature of this clause demands that the two dative nouns have the same
syntactical function(e.g.; Michaels, 204).

55
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I Cor. 15:36 seems to make this point clear.
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also died spiritually. This spiritual death, according to the participle's adverbial function,
had ended prior to His death on the cross. The nature of this claim theologically is
immense and needs more biblical support than one highly debated passage. The
following section is designed to provide that support.

A Topical Study of the Spiritual Death of Christ

The biblical evidence for His spiritual death
From the doctrine of atonement. The greatest evidence that Jesus spiritually
died is the theological doctrine of the atonement. It is clearly taught in Scripture that sin
was placed upon Jesus.

56

If Jesus took the sins of man upon Himself, then in some way

God the Father had to have separated Himself from the Son, for God cannot be in
fellowship with sin or have sin.
In addition, Galatians 3: 13 states that Jesus became a curse on our behalf. Earlier
in verse 10, Paul stated that everyone who does not abide by the whole Law is cursed.
This communicates that the act of sin results in God's judicial act of a curse. Buchsel
correctly concludes, "that Jesus was made a curse for us implies, then, that He is set by
God in our alienation from God ....,,57 Since the natural result of sin is the separation
from God, becoming a curse for us would imply that Christ had to have been separated
from God in some way.
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Rom. 3:25, II Cor. 5:21, Reb. 9:28, I Pet. 2:24, I John 2:2, and Isa. 53:4-6.

57 Friedrich Bilchsel, "dpa, KUTUpaOllat, KUTapu, ~'IttKUTapUTos, ~7ta7tUTOS," in Theological
Dictionary ofthe New Testament, ed. Gerhard Kittel, vol. 1, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999),451.
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Christ is also viewed metaphorically as the ultimate atonement sacrifice. Hebrews
13: 12-13 draws the picture that Jesus' death was parallel, or the antitype of the atonement
sacrifice. The atonement sacrifice actually received the sins of the people and then was
burned completely outside the city/tent indicating that it was too unholy to be burned in
the presence of God. 58 So too, Hebrews 13: 13 states that Christ had to suffer outside the
city.59 This verse strongly suggests that Christ died spiritually, suffering outside of the
presence of God because of sin.
60

The concept of Christ being the propitiation for sins implies that Christ suffered
the wrath of God. The just punishment for every silmer is to be separated from God in
Hell. Thus if Christ is the propitiation, the one who stood in our place and took upon
Himself the wrath of God directed towards sin, then He must have suffered separation
from God in Hell.
The concept of being spiritually dead is implied in Ephesians 2:5-6. As noted
above Paul separates the event of the believer being made alive with Christ
(lTUlIESW01tOllllTElI),

and then being raised together with Christ (lTUlI"YElpElI). It is

clear from the beginning of verse 5 that Paul is says that believers were spiritually dead in
sins. With regard to Christ, being made alive with Christ can only mean that Christ also
was spiritually dead at one point. 6]
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Ex. 29:14, Lev. 4:11-12,21, and 16:15-17.

59

It is interesting to note that

60

I John 2:2.
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This comparison is not say that Christ committed sin but that He did suffer the penalty of sin.

na.uxw is also used here of the sacrificial act of Christ on the cross.
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From Jesus's anguish in the garden. Jesus' anguish in the garden of

Gethsemane provides strong evidence that the separation Christ was about to experience
was spiritual death. 62 In Matthew 10:28, Jesus tells His followers not to fear those who
could destroy the body but not kill the soul, but to fear the one (implied God) who could
destroy both the body and the soul in helL The latter part of this verse does not directly
apply, for Jesus is speaking of 'YEEVV1l, the place of the lost after the final judgment of
God. The point of interest is in the principle of not fearing those who can destroy only
the body, but of fearing the one who can destroy both the physical and spiritual
components of a person. Since it would be inconsistent for Jesus to say one thing and live
another, Jesus must have known that His forthcoming passion was more than just His
physical death. It must have included spiritual death as well. No other explanation
adequately explains the amount of stress Jesus experienced in the garden.
In the garden Jesus ascribed this anxiety to the coming cup that He was about to

drink, which was highly undesirable but was the will of the Father. 63 Closely associated
with the negativity of the cup is the metaphor of His future baptism. 64 In Luke 12:49-50,
Jesus says that He is distressed until His baptism is accomplished and that the baptism is
a prerequisite for Him to judge the earth with fire. He also mentions the cup and the
baptism as something of which His disciples would have to partake. 65 These metaphors
are pictures of Christ drinking the wrath of God and being baptized (identified or

n
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Matt. 26:36-46, Mark 14:32-42, and Luke 22:40-46.

63

See Matt. 26:39, 42, Mark 14:36, and Luke 22:42.

64

See Mark 10:38-39 and Luke 12:50.

65

See Matt. 20:22 and Mark 10:38-39.
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associated with) into sin. There is no other answer that would fit the context of these
metaphors.

From Peter's pentecostal sermon. Peter's Acts 2 sermon states that Christ went
to Hades. Luke records Peter and quotes from the Septuagint's reading of Psalms 16:8-

\. ',If TTJV
' ,'l'UXTJV
If'
'Uo;::
· states U"
11 , were
h
It
on OUK EYKUTUJ\E1'l'ElS
f.10U ElS
tt-UTJV. Thi'
SIS CIear1y
not referring to the grave for \jJuX1lV and "W~d are not seen as things that go to the grave.
Rather, the soul is brought to the presence of God or to Hades.
In the New Testament, ~8TJS is viewed as the place of the unbelieving dead. In
Matthew 11 :23 and its parallel in Luke 10: 15, Jesus contrasts heaven with Hades as the
two alternative destinations after one dies. The parable or story of Luke 16:23 also
differentiates between the place where the believer's soul dwells (Abraham's bosom) and
the place where the unbeliever's soul dwells (~8TJS). Given that the New Testament uses
the term Q:'8TJS as the place where the spiritually dead dwell, then Peter's use of the same
term in Acts 2 would also indicate that Jesus was spiritually dead, for He was not
abandoned in ~8TJv.
These theological and metaphorical concepts regarding Christ's redemptive work
convey that Christ died spiritually. If Christ had died spiritually, when did it take place?

The biblical evidence for the time
of His spiritual death on the cross
Generally speaking, it had to have happened when Christ was on the cross. 1 Peter
2:24 specifically states that Christ bore our sins in His body on the cross. Galatians 3:13
associates Jesus becoming accursed while He was hanging on a tree. Jesus' anguish in the
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garden also points to the cross. Colossians 2: 14 states that He has nailed our debt to the
cross. All of these passages convey the idea that Christ's redemptive work occurred while
He was on the Cross.
In the attempt to ascertain information concerning Christ's spiritual death during

the time of the cross, the next logical place to look is in the gospel records of His
suffering on the cross. The synoptic gospels all agree on a very simple chronology of the
events of the cross. 66 They indicate that Christ was placed on a cross (about the third
hour), darkness fell upon the land (about the sixth hour), the darkness was lifted (about
the ninth hour), Christ died physically shortly after the darkness, and Christ was taken
down from the cross sometime before sunset. It is within this timeline of events that a
case for Christ's spiritual death before He died physically can be made, based upon the
presentation of the details that were recorded.

The fourth saying of Christ on the cross. The first detail to be considered is His
fourth recorded words from the cross, "My God, My God, why hast thou forsaken Me?,,67
These words are from Jesus after the darkness but before He breathed His last breath. The
text gives this quote both in its Greek translation and in the transliteration of the Aramaic
words. This is the longest transliteration of Aramaic that is given in the entire New
Testament, which indicates that the authors were giving special attention to the exact
words of Christ at this point. The words obviously made an impact on those who heard
them or heard about them. What was so significant about these words that the authors felt
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Matt. 27:1-66; Mark 15:1-47; and Luke 23:26-55.

67

Matt 27:46 and Mark 15:34.
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that they needed to record the Aramaic, which Jesus spoke, as well as the Greek
translation?
The authors probably gave both Aramaic and Greek because the content of this
quote is both important and very difficult to understand. The words used for "forsake" are
~YKUTEAl1tES, which means "to forsake," "abandon," "desert," or "leave behind," and

o-uI3UX8UVl, a transliteration from the Aramaic word 'Ijnp::llU, which means ''to let go,"

"leave," or "forsake." In either case, the implication is that God the Father had separated
Himself in some capacity from the Son.
The Greek verb is a second aorist indicating an event that happened in the past. 68
The Aramaic word is a qal perfect verb with the first person pronominal suffix ending,
showing a completed action. The time element in Aramaic can only be determined from
the context, and thus the Greek is more specific in its use of the aorist. Since the Greek
translation is also inspired Scripture, the lack of definite time in the Aramaic quote is
irrelevant. A better translation would be, "My God, My God why did you forsake me?"
The implication of the aorist tense is clear that when Jesus asked this question, He was no
longer forsaken by the Father. Jesus did not ask this question because He did not know
the answer but because He wanted to disclose what had transpired earlier.

68 The recent study of Stanley Porter states that the Greek verb has no time element within the
tense, but rather the time reference is sole drawn from the context. Although his work is of the highest
caliber, his work is not convincing. The outstanding problems with this position are the use of the augment
in past-time verbs, the number of tenses in Koine Greek (there are six, which is three too many if the tense
only conveys kind of action), the use of future participles, and the periphrastic construction. For more
information, see Stanley Porter, Verbal Aspect in the Greek of the New Testament, with Reference to Tense
and Mood, Studies in Biblical Greek, New York: Peter Lang. Publishing, 1993; and Daniel Wallace, Greek
Grammar Beyond the Basics, Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996,504-512.
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Therefore Jesus was saying that God had forsaken Him in the past! It occurred
prior to this statement and prior to His last breath. 69 The event that occurred just before
this statement was the period of darkness.

The temple veil. The second detail is the temple veil being tom in two. Luke
indicates that the temple veil was tom in two during the time of the darkness. Luke uses

oe to add further detail to his description of the darkness instead of using Kat to continue
on with the chronology in 23:44-45. Luke continues the narrative and chronology (using
Kat) by recording that Jesus then cried out saying, "Father, into Your hands I commit My

spirit" and then Jesus breathed His last. It is important to note that the temple veil was
tom in two before Jesus died physically. In fact, Luke indicates that the temple veil was
tom during the darkness.
The other Gospels neither help nor hinder Luke's chronology of the temple veil.
Matthew lists this event with other supernatural events ranging from the time of the cross
to the time of the resurrection after he mentions Jesus' death.70 Mark also does not seem
to be giving a temporal sequence, rather it seems that Mark gives the statement of Jesus
breathing His last in contrast to the mocker's inquiry as to whether Elijah would come
down and take Him off the cross. 7l

69 This is also evidence for the spiritual death of Christ. It has been left out of the earlier section
because it was thought that it made more of an impact at this point in the overall argument.
70 The use of the imperative i80u would indicate that Matthew was categorizing these events
together and that he was not presenting them in a chronological manner (Matthew 27:51-53).
71 Note the use of 8e, which indicates supplementary information, while
of events (Mark 15:36-39).

-

Kat

continues the course
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The significance of the timing of this event is enormous. The veil in the temple
was used to separate man from the presence of God. The supernatural tearing of this veil
signified that the barrier between God and man had been removed before Jesus had died.
This barrier was sin. Thus the atoning work of Christ had to have occurred prior to His
physical death, during the darkness. This arrangement of time indicates that Christ's
redemptive work was complete by the end of the darkness, during which time the temple
veil was tom in two. 72

The sour wine. The third detail is Christ's consumption of the sour wine. Both
Matthew and Mark indicate that Jesus did drink of the sour wine after the darkness. 73
While John does not mention the darkness, he does say that after Jesus had known all
things had already been accomplished in order that the Scriptures might be fulfilled, He
drank the sour wine and immediately gave up His spirit. 74 Therefore the gospels indicate
that Jesus did drink the sour wine after the darkness just before He died physically.
The significance of this detail has to do with the time that Jesus drank the sour
wine and the sour wine itself. Sour wine was used to quench one's thirst and to dull one's
pain. A. T. Robertson states that the wine had a narcotic and stupefying effect and that it
was given to deaden the senses of pain. 75 Jesus desired to have a clear mind and to
experience the suffering set before Him fully. Before the darkness, Jesus refused to drink

72 Logically this tearing occurred at the close of the darkness, when sin had been fully paid for and
Christ was being reunited with the Father.
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Matt. 27:48, and Mark 15:36.

74

John 19:28-30.
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A. T. Robertson, Word Pictures of the New Testament, vol. I (Nashville: Broadman, 1930),231.
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of this same sour wine. 76 It was only after He had suffered through the darkness that He
was willing to quench His thirst and dull the pain with the sour wine. Therefore, this is
another indication that the redemptive work of Christ was accomplished during the
darkness.

The final words of Christ. The fourth detail is the last words of Christ. These
last words are the words that He said after He had taken a drink of the sour wine.
Matthew and Mark say that He cried out with a loud voice, but the words are not given. 77
Luke gives the content of that cry as being TIaTEp, EtS XEtpaS lTOU 1tap<XT18EJ.1al TO
1tVEUJ.1a J.10u. 78 In John 19:30, it is recorded that Jesus said, TETEAElTTal. Jesus probably

said a combination of the two quotations as His last words, but each statement is
significant to the discussion at hand. The first cry indicates that Jesus had full confidence
that His spirit, which would be separated from His physical body in just a moment, would
be entrusted to God. This shows that Jesus was spiritually united with God, for He was
speaking to Him, and He entrusted and expected His spirit to enter into the Father's care.
It also negates any notion of Christ suffering in Hades during His three days in the tomb.
It is inconceivable to think that God's hands would have dropped Him into Hades after

Christ had committed His spirit to God and died.
The second quotation from John uses the perfect passive verb, TETEAElTTal, to
say that it has been finished by God in the past, now is finished in the present, and will
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Matt. 27:34, Mark 15:23, and Luke 23:36.

77

Matt. 27:50 and Mark 15.
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remain fulfilled throughout the future. This verb is also used in verse 28 where John
explains what is finished. He said that Jesus knew that all things had already been
accomplished in order that the Scriptures might be fulfilled. While this could include
many Scriptures that prophesy or communicate a type concerning Christ's work on the
cross, the text of Isaiah 53:4-11 cannot be excluded. This text says that the iniquity of
mankind would be placed upon the Messiah and that He would be crushed by God. It
describes the suffering Messiah and God's work of placing the sin of man upon the
servant and crushing Him. This passive suffering of the Messiah is in agreement with
Christ's wording here when He uses the passive verb

TETEAEO"TCl1.

This passage clearly

applies to Christ's redemptive work on the cross, and yet in John's gospel Jesus
considered this to be fulfilled before He died. Thus, for this to have happened prior to His
physical death, Christ must have become sin during His time on the cross. Harmonizing
the gospels at this point and considering this as the loud cry before He died, Jesus'
contemplation of His finished work must have occurred just after the darkness. Thus
Jesus'redemptive work occurred during the darkness.

The miracle of darkness. The miracle of darkness is stated in Matthew 27:45-46,
Mark 15:33, and Luke 23:44. It was a miracle, for there is no explanation for this event
astronomically. The moon was not in a position for a natural eclipse to occur due to the
time of the full moon (when the moon is furthest from the sun), which is signified by the
celebration of the Passover. Given that this event took place, one needs to ask why God
would supernaturally cause this event to occur? Jesus is often called the Light of the
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Luke 23:46.
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World, signifying that He shines forth God's glory.79 When Jesus became sin, He no
longer reflected the perfect glory of God. When the Light of the World was taken out of
the world, God physically removed the light from the world to represent what had
spiritually happened. The darkness would also convey ideas of the judgment and wrath of
God,80 which would fit the situation if indeed Christ became sin during this time.
Therefore, it is to be concluded that the Scriptures do teach that Christ died
spiritually; that is He was separated from God the Father, and that this spiritual death
occurred during the time of the darkness while He was on the cross. However, with the
admission of this theological concept a plethora of philosophical concerns arises. The
following section will address the inevitable objections.

The Logic of Christ's Death
The nature of the separation
If Christ died spiritually, and spiritual death is the separation of the soul from
God, what exactly was separated, Christ's human spirit, divine nature, or both? Since
Christ went to ~811S, the place where the departed spirits go, it is only logical to conclude
that at least His human spirit separated from God and went to the abode of such spirits.
The harder question is whether His divine nature had also died. It is to this question that
some may object and say that it is impossible for any part of God to exist and not exist at
the same time. Another way of saying this is, if Jesus ceased to exist, then God would
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John 1:4-11, 14-15; 8:12; and 9:5.

80 For a common Old Testament theme of darkness and judgment see Ex. 10:2]-23; Ps. 105:27-28;
Ez. 32:7-8; Amos 8:9; Joel 2:2, 10; Isa. 13:10-11; and Job 3:1-10.
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cease to exist. However, such an objection is flawed in its assumption that death and
annihilation are synonymous. The true idea of spiritual death is alienation from God.
The issue then is really whether Christ's divine nature left Him on the cross or
whether the divine nature descended with His human spirit into Hades. To find the
answer, we must turn our attention to the results of Christ's redemptive work. Could we
really say that the spiritual death of one righteous man satisfies the wrath of God for all
of the sins of men for all time? It would be easier to accept that the divine nature suffered
spiritual death, which would provide far more than ever would be needed. Hebrews 9: 12
illustrates this point when it recorded that Christ obtained ulwvluv

AllTPWO"lV.

The

finite humanity of Christ could not produce eternal redemption, for being finite it would
have limitations. However the infinite divine nature of Christ could produce infinite and
eternal redemption. Thus to answer the first question, both Christ's human spirit and
divine nature descended into Hades; that is, they were separated from God the Father.
On the one hand this would imply that somehow the second person of the trinity
was separated from the other two, but how could this be possible? This question is
ultimately outside of our comprehension. It is pretension of the highest magnitude to
think that our feeble understanding of the existence and nature of the trinity is so
advanced that we can say above the teachings of Scripture that the Second person of the
trinity cannot be separated from the Father and Spirit. This is a doctrine that must simply
be taken on the basis of faith in the words of God .

....
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Sin and eternity
Another fair objection to Christ's spiritual death would be to argue that Christ's
timeless divine nature could not have taken sin upon itself and still be eternally holy. This
objection states that, since the divine is outside of time, any part of the divine that
becomes sin will be sin eternally. Although it is true that the event of God becoming sin
would not have occurred outside of time, one only needs to see God as being in time to
avert this problem. One can have his cake and eat it too by saying that God entered time
when He created it. This would keep the timeless, or outside-of-time, quality of God and
it would also allow God to act within the limitations of time. If ever something were
outside of time, it is always outside of time. In some way Christ's spiritual death must be
limited to and within time.

Christ's first death
Another question that may be raised is: If Hades is the place of the condemned
souls, how did Christ enter Hades while He was suffering on the cross? There are two
viable options to consider. First, Christ could have been in Hades during His suffering on
the cross via His divine omnipresence, but this would negate His human spirit from going
as well. The second option is that He also died physically during the time of darkness,
allowing His separated human soul and divine nature to descend into Hades. This idea is
supported by the use of the term Q:'S'TlS in Acts 2:27a and it best fits the concepts given in
1 Peter 3: 19-20 of Christ preaching to the disobedient spirits. The idea of a physical death
also finds support from Christ's garden anguish and teaching referring to the fear of the
One who could destroy both the body and the soul in hell. Further, Leviticus 17: 11 states
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the principle that it is the blood by reason of the life that makes atonement, leading one to
believe that atonement must be made with physical death. These details would necessitate
that the work of atonement includes the physical death of Christ during the time of the
darkness.
This death might not have been noticed by anyone when it actually occurred, for
the darkness that came unexpectedly would surely bring confusion and would not allow
any light to shine from the heavens. 81 This darkness would be so pitch dark that one
would not be able to see one's hand in front of one's face. Given that the darkness lasted
anywhere between a little over an hour up to three hours,82 it is unlikely that torches were
found, lit, and carried outside of the city to the place of the cross to see if the criminals
who were nailed securely to the wood were dead.

The need for Christ's second death
If Cl-uist physicaily died during the darkness, why was He revived and then put to
death a second time? The simplest reason that Christ was revived or resuscitated, on the
cross was to communicate what had just transpired. In His verbal communication after
the period of darkness, He made known the reason for the darkness, the redemptive work
now accomplished, His present standing with the Father, His intention to give up His
spirit, and His going to be with the Father.
As far as His second death, Christ's flesh had to be put to death for two reasons. If

81 Luke's gospel records that the sun was obscured (23:45), which would in turn mean that the
moon did not reflect the sun's light. Thus, if there were no cloud coverage, only the stars would shine down
on the earth, which would not produce enough light to see anything.
82 The gospels say that the darkness occurred about the sixth hour and ended about the ninth hour.
These times are estimates for there was no precise measurements for the time in that day.
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Christ had taken the sins of the world upon His body, then, when He revived, His flesh
would be tainted, for sin affects the physical. One only needs to look to Adam to see the
physical effects of sin. When Adam disobeyed and died spiritually, God made a sacrifice
for him and clothed him in the skins. However, even after the sacrifice was made and
fellowship restored, God still cursed nature and Adam, and banned Adam from eating
from the tree of life in order that he may die and be resurrected in a glorified/restored
body. This shows that although Adam sinned morally and was restored, there were
physical consequences for his spiritual actions.
The sacrificial system also shows that sin affects the physical. Leviticus 16: 18-19
speaks of the atonement made for the altar, which needed to be cleansed with blood
because of the impurities of Israel. This illustrates that sin affects physical items. The sin
offering and the scapegoat that were either burned completely or driven out of the city are
also pictures of this. Usually, offerings were eaten, but sin offerings were tainted by sin
and thus were to be burned entirely. The scapegoat, to which sin was transferred, needed
to be removed from the people because it was unclean with sin. All of these items were
amoral in themselves, but once sin was transferred or once sin corrupted them, they were
drastically affected. So, even though Christ was spiritually reunited with God after the
darkness, His body would be affected by the sin that had resided there. Just as Adam
needed to die in order that he might be raised glorified/restored, so Christ also needed to
die to be resurrected in a glorified body. 83

83 I cannot say that Christ would be restored for although His earthly body was under the curse in
that He could get sick and His body could be worn down and tired, He was already restored or made alive
spiritually. I am proposing that due to the sum of all sin being placed upon Him, His body would be
affected in a different, compound way .
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The second reason Christ had to die a second time is the resurrection. When
Christ died a second time, He died as one who was united with God and thus His soul
traveled into Paradise. 84 From this state He could be a part of the fIrst or glorious
resurrection unto life and so be the fIrstborn and the fIrst-fruits from among the dead
brethren. Paul says that Christ was the fIrst born so that He might come to have fIrst place
in everything. 85 Christ could not have been resurrected into a glorifIed body out of Hades,
for those who were there would only be raised unto death; that is, the [mal judgment.
Only those in relation with God would go to Paradise, or Abrahanl's bosom, and from
there be resurrected unto life. 86

The duration in Hades
One may ask why Christ died for about three hours? This question will probably
remain a mystery this side of heaven. However, there may be a clue in the sacrifIcial
system of the Old Testament. Hebrews 9, 10, and 13 see Christ's redemptive work on the
cross as foreshadowed in the atonement sacrifIce. This offering was unique in the sense
that it was not consumed by the priests but was burned completely outside the city or
camp. These details concerning the sacrifIce may be a metaphorical picture of what took
place during Christ's suffering. The burning of the sacrifIce could represent the burning
wrath of God that consumed the sin from Christ in the flames of Hades. The picture of
being outside would then show that it was necessary for this purifIcation process to occur

t

84

Luke 23:43.

85

Col. 1:18.

86

See the contrast in Dan. 12:2-3; John 5:28-29; and Rev. 20:4-6, and 11-15.
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outside of the presence of God. This process of burning the sacrifice would take time,
possibly about three hours? Moving in a different direction, it could also be the time span
needed to proclaim His message to the spirits in prison as we will see in the next verse.

Summary
This chapter began with the employment of lower criticism to the first major
textual variant. It has been shown that the ~7ta8EV reading is to be preferred based
primarily on the internal evidence and the opinion of modem scholars. With the
acceptance of this verb as being the original reading, the prepositional phrase 7tEpt

,

aJlapTlwv should be considered original due to the overwhelming external evidence.

Once the text has been established, the evaluation of the text started with the
conjunction's function and how it built upon the thought of verse 17. It was determined
that the t>Tl was functioning with a causal sense, giving the grounds for the preceding
principle of verse 17. This function is reinforced by the repetition in 4: 1-2 of seeing
Christ as an example for those suffering for doing what is good.
The Kat is functioning as an adjunctive particle, adding a parallel thought to the
discussion. Having this use, the conjunction would indicate that in this verse Christ will
demonstrate the way in which suffering physically for doing good is in God's will.
Next, the concept of suffering was considered. It was shown that the terms could
refer to the death of Christ or multiple events surrounding the crucifixion of Christ. Peter
uses this term to convey physical hardships at the hands of man. In this verse, it has the
meaning of physical hardships that ended in His death.
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Christ's suffering is then described by two descriptive phrases. The adverb ({nut,
shows that Christ's suffering occurred formerly and thus not presently. The prepositional
phrase nEpl ct!lupnwv gives a general reference for which Christ suffered. It shows that
His suffering had a purpose.
Christ's suffering is then described by an appositional clause. The appositional
clause restates that Christ suffered for sin but communicates this information from God's
perspective, saying that the just one also suffered once for the unjust ones. This clause
reinforces that Christ's suffering had a purpose.
The next clause is a sUbjunctive clause that also describes Christ's suffering. First
the minor textual variant was shown to favor \) !laS on the basis of Peter's typical use of
the second person pronoun opposed to the first person pronoun. The clause as a whole is
functioning as a subjunctive of purpose. The text communicates that a purpose of Christ's
suffering was/is to bring people to God. This has a general soteriological sense of
reconciliation.
The final clause of verse 18 is a correlative clause. It was shown that Peter uses
the !lEV ... 8E clause to show a concessive idea, admitting that Christ did die although
the believers were not dying for their faith yet. It was also shown that Peter uses this
constmction throughout his epistle to contrast both verbal ideas and their adverbs. The
first participle in the correlative s1mcture has the meaning of being put to death
physically by the hands of man. The second participle communicates that He was made
alive spiritually by the hand of God. This being made alive differs from resurrection for it
describes an event that took place while Christ was suffering. The first participle is a
concessive participle while this one was functioning as an attendant circumstance
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participle, adding additional information concermng what took place during His
suffering. The concept of being made alive is always applied to something that had
already died or has never existed before. So this participle also communicates that during
Christ's suffering He died spiritually, which means His soul was separated from God.
The theological doctrine of Christ's spiritual death was then considered. It was
shown fIrst that the Scriptures teach that Christ died spiritually and secondly that this
spiritual death occurred on the cross during the time of the darkness.

-

CHAPTER IV
PREACHING TO THE SPIRITS: EXEGESIS OF 1 PETER 3:19
A Study of ~v {{i - 3: 19a
Peter's Use of ~v {{i
The meaning of ~v {{i is crucial in order to understand the remainder of the
passage. This preposition and relative pronoun is usually thought to make verses 19 and
following relative to the noun

7tVEUIlUTl,

for the relative pronoun agrees in gender,

number, and case, and the noun directly precedes this prepositional phrase. While this
would be the normal way in which one would translate this kind of phrase, after reading
the entire epistle, one notices that Peter uses ~v {{i in a unique idiomatic manner. Each
time Peter uses this phrase in 1:6, 2:12, 3:16, 3:19, and 4:4, he does not have a specific
antecedent. Instead he uses ~v {{i as a subordinate conjunction where the antecedent of the
relative pronoun is a verbal thought. l In verses 1:6 and 4:4 this phrase has a causal sense,
while in 2:12 and 3:16 it has a temporal sense. 2
One would expect Peter to use one of these nuances when he uses ~v {{i in 3: 19 as
well. Since there does not seem to be any logical connection with Christ's suffering as a
cause for Him to go and preach, the causal function would have to be connected to the

I See Wallace, 343; Baur, Arndt, Gingrich, and Danker, 585; Reicke, 110-115; Selwyn, 197,315;
Scharlemann, 317; and Fink, "The Use and Significance of EN HOI in 1 Peter," Grace Journal (1967): 3338.

2

See Reicke, 110-115; Elliott, 652; and Fink, 34-36.
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verbal idea of Christ being put to death and made alive. However, this does not seem to
be much of an improvement, for why would His death and life be a cause for Him to go
and preach to spirits? Contextually, Peter is trying to show how Christ has suffered
physically under the will of God for doing what is good. To have shown a cause for
Christ to preach to the spirits would be out of place with Peter's immediate intentions.
A temporal nuance should be favored with the meaning "during which time." The
relative pronoun is neuter and its antecedent is the event of Christ's suffering. Therefore
this phrase has the idea of "during Christ's suffering, He went and preached ...." It
refers to activity during the time of His suffering on the cross before He was put to death.
This interpretation will be the guiding factor in the interpretation of verses 19-20. The
following exegesis will be considered in light of this decision. To consider verse 19 with
reference to every suggested translation would be too cumbersome and frivolous. Rather,
the majority ofthe remaining exegesis will be focused on this new blanket.
It must be noted before moving on that ~v

4J cannot be adverbial to 8avaTw8elS

or ~4Jo1tol1l8els. The first participle, 8avaTw8elS, refers to Christ's second physical
death when He committed His spirit to the Father. Thus He could not have gone to Hades
if He had committed His spirit to the Father. The second participle indicates that He was
made alive. So Christ could not go to Hades during the time that He was made alive with
the Father. Since, both of these participles speak of a time when Christ was spiritually
alive or united with the Father, Christ's descent into Hades could not have occurred
during these events.
Beyond the above argument from Peter's style, there are other reasons to reject ~v

4J

•

as functioning as a normal relative pronoun. Whether one takes 1tveu,..,aTl as I have
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translated it (Christ's spirit component) or as the Holy Spirit, it will not fit the context, for
Christ is said to have gone and preached to the spirits in prison. If one takes this prison to
be Hades then Christ could not have gone there to speak with them if He were united
with God. Hades is the place of those who are separated from God.
Michaels makes the argument that if 1tVEUllaTl of verse 18 was the intended
antecedent, Peter would have added 1tVEUllaTl after the relative pronoun of verse 19 to
clarify this. He gives 1 Peter 1:10 and Hebrews 10:10 as examples of where the relative
pronOlm's antecedent is clarified. 3 Peter certainly could have clarified this statement, but
this argument is somewhat an argument from silence, which bears little weight.
Selwyn's popular argument that ~v ~ cannot refer back to 1tVEUllaTl because
there are no examples of an adverbial dative as the antecedent of a relative pronoun is not
valid. Grudem has given five examples in which this does occur: Acts 2:8, Ephesians 2:2,
2:3,2 Peter 1:4, and 3:1. 4 Although Grudem's two examples in 2 Peter are debatable, the
other three are valid, which would negate Selwyn's principle.

Possible Emendation
Presentation of the view
Some have suggested that Christ was not the one who went and preached, but
rather the text has been altered. It is claimed that the name "Enoch" has been accidentally

3

See Michaels, 206.

4 Grudem also attacks Selwyn's criteria, saying, "it is exegetically illegitimate to demand parallel
examples which are so narrowly specified that one would not expect to find many, if any, examples." See
his discussion on pages 227-228.
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left out of the text due to haplography.5 They find support in similar events of preaching
to spirits in prison found in the book of 1 Enoch. 6 It is usually stated that the text of verse
19 looks like this: ENOKAI, which is very similar to Enoch's name in Greek, which
looks like this: ENOX. The exact wording in the beginning of this verse is debated
among the supporters of the emendation. 7

Refutation of the view
There is much to silence this wishful suggestion. The heaviest blow is the lack of
textual support. There is not one text that supports this claim. In fact, p 72 is an extant
papyrus manuscript that is written in lower case (eVWKat not eVWXKat) and has spaces
between the words (ev

W

Kat). The style of writing that is found in the papyrus

manuscripts would diminish the likelihood of a scribal error in the first two hundred years
of 1 Peter's existence. Further, this supposed error could only occur in the copying of a
manuscript by sight. Many manuscripts were copied as one spoke the words from a
master copy, which would not allow for this error to occur. The error would also have to

Historically it has been traced back to 1. Bowyer's ] 763 publication of the Greek New
Testament. Scholars throughout the years have suggested various configurations as to where the name
"Enoch" was located in the text and which words were left out. Such scholars as J. R. Harris, "The History
of a Conjectural Emendation," Expositor 6 (1902): 387-390, E. 1. Goodspeed, "Some Greek Notes,"
Journal a/Biblical Literature 73 (1954): 91-92, and 1. Moffatt's The General Epistles (London, 1928) have
been noted for their position on this emendation.
6

See Dalton's discussion in Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 136-37.

7 Because there is a high degree of speculation involved in amending a text and the difficult nature
of this text even after a correction is suggested, there has been various solutions presented. Some questions
these scholars would have to answer are: Does ENOX belong before, after, or in the middle ofENOKAI?
Or was ENOX misread and ENOKAI written down? Should the conjunction KAI be included or not? Was
ENO part of the text or was it merely an error in copying Enoch's name? The answers to these questions
have to do with how one understands the problem to have occurred: whether the scribe misread the text or
glanced over a word or added a word to smooth things out. The answers to these questions cannot be
answered with any degree of certainty for there is little evidence to support one answer over another.
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have been widespread for all of the uncials to copy the text without Enoch's name. This
seems outside rational probability.
The second reason, which is another heavy weight, is the context of 1 Peter 3. It
would be highly unlikely for Peter to start a new subject at this point and then switch it
back to Christ without another word concerning Enoch. Clearly in 4:1 he draws his
conclusion from this passage and mentions Christ and not Enoch. Enoch's preaching to
the spirits does not support Peter's principle of suffering for doing what is good in God's
will from verse 17. As Dalton says, "it is hard to see how this ancient story about Enoch
bears on the situation of the persecuted Christians.,,8
Further, a suggested emendation is usually applied to an incomprehensible text to
bring clarity. While the text is difficult, it is not incomprehensible, and this suggestion
seems to add to the difficulty rather than bring clarity.
Finally, it is unlikely that Enoch is original for there is no mention of Enoch in
any of the early church fathers with reference to this passage. Therefore, it is best to
consider the text as it exists without Enoch's name as being original.

The Fmlction of Kat- 3:19b
The most natural function of Kat in its position in the sentence is the adjunctive
function (also), implying an additional activity.9 If ~v ~ is considered to be an adverbial
temporal conjunction connected to ~1ta8EV, then the activities of verse 19 would be an

t

8

Dalton, 144.

9

Achtemeier, 253.
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additional manner in which Christ suffered. Thus the idea would be that during the time
of Christ's physical suffering, He also suffered spiritually in that He went and proclaimed
to the spirits in prison. While the previous clause emphasizes Christ's physical suffering,
this verse discusses the events of Christ's spiritual suffering during the time of darkness.

The Recipients of the Preaching - 3: 19c
The Identity of the Spirits
The first question concerning the phrase,

TOtS

~lJ Q>UAUK'fj 7tlJEUJlUlTW, is the

identity of the spirits. Is Peter referring to human spirits, angels, or both? Considering the
interpretation of the entire passage thus far these spirits would naturally be considered to
be the spirits of departed human beings. At this time Christ is in Hades, which is the
place of the departed spirits of the unsaved.
In addition to the preceding interpretive scheme, there are other reasons for

tmderstanding

7tlJEUJlUlTW

as referring to human spirits. First, the term

7tlJEUJlU

can be

translated as angels or human spirits. Although some, such as Dalton lO and Selwyn, II
have artificially constructed a rule that when

7tlJEUJlU

is used absolutely it always refers

to angelic beings, Grudem does a superb job of illustrating the deficiencies with this
argument. 12 Only the context can indicate for sure which meaning is intended. The term
\j1uXTJ is usually used to describe the departed human substance, but

•
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Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 147.

11

Selwyn, 199.

12

See Grudem's discussion on pages 207-208 .
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refers to human spirits both in the New Testament and other early literature. 13 Goppelt
adds, "1 Peter, like Hebrews and Luke, tries always to present biblical concepts in Greek
terms, and 1tVEUIlU is an ancient Greek synonym for \j!UXTJ.,,14
Further, angels or human spirits are not specifically described as being in prison
in the Scriptures. It is, however, found in apocryphal writings such as 1 Enoch,15 but the
specific term Q>UAUKTJ is never used. 16 The idea of angels being bound under darkness is
found in 2 Peter 2:4, where it states that the fallen angels were cast into Tartarus and into
bonds of darkness, and in Jude 6, where it says that they are in eternal bonds under
darkness until the judgment day. But similar conditions are mentioned with regard to
departed human spirits in Luke 16:23-24 and 2 Peter 2:9. Thus the identity of the
1tVEU/lU must be ascertained solely from the context.
The strongest reason for understanding 1tllEU/lU as human spirits is the immediate
following context, which qualifies 1tllEullu. It communicates that they were disobedient
during the building of the ar1c. 17 There is no record of any angel disobeying during the
time of the building of the ark, but there are passages that speak of disobedient human

13 See Matt. 27:50, Luke, 23:46, 24:37,39; John 19:30; Acts 7:59,23:9; 1 Cor. 5:5, 7:34, 14:14;
Heb. 12:23; James 2:26; (LXX) Num. 16:22; Dan. 3:86; Ecc. 12:7; 1 Enoch 9:3, 10, 10:3,22:3-13, 103:3-4,
and Josephus book VII 6:2.

14

Leonhard GoppeJt, A Commentary on 1 Peter (Grand Rapids: Eerclmans, 1993),258.

15 Human spirits are viewed as being in some sort of prison in 9:10; 20:3, 6; 22:3, 6-13; 98:3, 10;
103:4; and angelic beings are viewed as being in some sort of prison in 10:4-6, 12-14; 13:1; 14:5; 18:14-16;
21:6, and 10.
16 Such terms as OEW, OE(J'IlWT'T1PlOlI, OE(J'IlOl, (J'UYKAE1(J'1$, and (J'UlIEXW are used to indicate the
prison idea.
17 Whether one believes the participle is adjectival or adverbial it still agrees in gender and number
with 1tl1EUllU(J'W.
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generation called the antediluvian people.

Is

Even if one interprets the sons of God from

Genesis 6:1-4 to be referring to fallen angels, this event precedes the building of the ark
and thus is irrelevant to the passage under consideration. This passage states that they
were disobedient during the building of the ark.

19

If one favors the fallen angels from the

days of Noah interpretation, one would still need to know why Peter is specifically
mentioning these fallen angels as the audience for Christ's proclamation and not all of the
fallen angels. And what would be the content of His proclamation to them? Hebrews 2:16
says with reference to Christ's work that He was not concerned with angels but with the
descendants of Abraham.
In verse 22, Peter specifically states that the angels, authorities, and powers were
In

submission to Christ. The identity or differentiation between these terms will be

considered below, however the item of interest is that Peter did not use the term 1WEUI-W..
It would seem odd, if Peter is referring to the same group, that he would use different

terms to identify them. Further, if 1tVEU,-,a. in verse 19 referred to the same angels of
verse 22, the subjection would not seem to be a significant event. These spirits are

18 Gen. 6:5-7, 11-13, 17, 6:21; Reb. 11 :7; 2 Pet. 2:5; and Matt. 24:37-39 and its parallel in Luke
17:26-27 to a certain degree. Also see Grudem pages 216-217 for a large list of 45 extra-biblical evidence
that links the sins of man during the building of the ark with the flood.

19 Jubilees 7:21 usually quoted to support the idea that the sons of God were disobedient angels
who brought about the flood. These fallen angels were believed to be in prison in Jewish thought (l Enoch
6-16; 18:12-19:2; 21:1-10; 54:3-6; 64-69; 106:14-15; 2 Enoch 7:1-3; Josephus, Antiquities, 1:73, Philo On
the Giants, 6; Q. Genesis 1:92; CD 2:18; Jubilees 5:1,6, 10:1-6; Testament ofNaphtali 3:5; Testament of
Reuben 5:6; and 2 Baruch 56:12-15) but as stated the temporal detail of verse 20 would negate the
possibility of 7tVEUJ.l.U referring to them. In addition, Genesis 6:3 seems to focus on men for it says that
God's spirit will not always strive with men. If these sons of God were angels irl Genesis 6:1-4, then this
would be a record of a second fall of angels, one when Satan fell and a second when these angels fell. Fink
notes that the angels that did not fall with Satan must have been confmned irl righteousness so that they
could not sirl irl the future, just as Adam and Eve would have been confirmed had they not failed the test.
Therefore a second fall of angels seems highly unlikely. See Grudem 159,211-212; Fink, "Commentary on
the Book of 1 Peter," 182; and Goppelt, 257-258.
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already in prison and thus in sUbjection.
The extended context also bears witness against an angelic interpretation of
7tVEU/-LU,

for the source of persecution in 3: 13-16 and 4:3-4 is clearly human and not

demonic. It would seem more natural if Peter had only been discussing human beings,
that

7tVEU/-LU

would refer to human souls. One would expect him to clarify

7tVEU/-LU

if he

were referring to anything besides his context of human beings, especially when this term
can be used to refer to human spirits.

The Location of the Spirits
The second question that one must answer concerning the phrase, TolS ~v
QlUA.UKij 7tVEU/-LUUlV,

is the location of the spirits. Since these human spirits are

described as being in prison, this descriptive phrase can only refer to Hades, the place to
which departed human spirits go.
The word

QlUA.UKTj

is never used directly of a present prison of either human

souls or demons in the New Testament. Rather it is either used of Greco-Roman prisons2o
or the future prison of Satan?l The notion of Hades as a prison for the condemned human
spirits is consistent with the first-century idea of a prison, for prisons were not a place of
punishment for criminals but a holding place for those who were to go on trial. 22 So too,
the spirits of the tmbelieving dead are also in a holding place awaiting the final judgment
of God at the end of time.

hr

20

Acts 5:19; 8:3; 12:4; 22:4; 2 Cor. 6:5, and 11:23.

21

Rev. 20:7 (it is used metaphorically in Rev. 18:2, but its meaning is difficult to make concrete).

22

See Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 159.
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Looking at the greater context of 3: 13-4:6, Peter may be using a play on words.
Although none of his readers had experienced death due to their Christian beliefs, they
were suffering persecution and imprisonment. By the use of this term, Peter is saying that
the departed disobedient men are suffering in their imprisonment while they await their
judgment. This in turn would also apply to those who persecuted his readers if they did
not repent. This play on words would communicate that the roles will be reversed.

The Participial Phrase 7topeu8elS - 3:19d
The aorist deponent participle 7topeu8elS, which precedes the mam aorist
indicative verb, is an attendant circumstance participle. This would give the idea that
Christ went somewhere and then proclaimed something. The attendant circumstance
function would indicate an introduction of a new action, which occurs prior to the main
verb, and which has less semantic weight than the main verb. Further, 7tOpeUOI1Ul is a
typical verb for the attendant circumstance function.23
Since this term is used of Christ in verse 22 to show His ascension, it would also
indicate that a spatial motion is intended. In verse 22, Christ's motion is identified as
upward by the prepositional phrase eis oupavov. In verse 19, His motion is identified by
the details of the context, such as the timing of this motion and the proclamation to the
human spirits in prison.
This participle is one of the biggest problems for the interpretation that says that
Christ preached through Noah. In this interpretation scholars must ignore the normal

23
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See Wallace's examples on page 643-645.
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meaning of this verb and apply a meaning that is found nowhere else. An interpretation
similar to a movement through time and space would be applied. This is not impossible,
but it is highly unlikely that Peter's audience would be able to give this meaning to this
verb within this context. There is just too much for Peter's audience to assume for tlns
outcome to occur. The only other option under this interpretation is to reduce its meaning
to empty pleonasm, which also seems to be unlikely and outside of Peter's style.

The Meaning and Message of Preaching - 3: 1ge
The Nature of the Proclamation
The verb ~K"pU~EV is a neutral term, which simply refers to the act of
proclamation. Dalton gives a general definition of "to proclaim an event publicly.,,24 The
emphasis is not on the content of the proclamation but more on the action of proclaiming.
In the New Testament, as one would expect, the gospel is usually the content of one's
proclamation. But there are a number of instances where other things are proclaimed,
such as Matthew 10:27, Luke 12:3, Romans 2:21, and Revelation 5:2. The object or
content of what is proclaimed must solely be determined by the context. In the Septuagint
the verb is even used of proclaiming bad news as well as good news as in Jonah 1:2, 3 :2,
and 4.
Dalton makes an interesting point about Peter's use of this term in 2 Peter 2:5,
where Noah is described as a OlKo.lOUUVllS K"pUKo.. Dalton notes that most
commentators take the genitive as the content of what was proclaimed. But there is no

24

Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 155.
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mention in any other biblical source of Noah preaching anything?5 And how does one
proclaim righteousness? The unfortunate translation of KTlPUKU as "preacher" conveys
the wrong idea to twentieth-century minds, which might envision Noah giving a well
planned and studied message to an assembled congregation. Dalton sees the genitive as
an attributive genitive (righteous herald) and believes that the act of building the ark was
the means of Noah's proclamation. Thus in Dalton's view, Christ ascended through the
heavens in His glorified state, are made a proclamation to the fallen angels in the lower
heavens that He was Lord?6
Dalton's suggestion with reference to the meaning of KTlPUKU in 2 Peter 2:5, is
attractive, but it wouldn't apply to 1 Peter 3: 19 in accordance with the interpretive
scheme laid out thus far, for Christ would not have only been observed by the departed
generation of Noah. This interpretation would make it meaningless for Peter to mention
this generation specifically as the recipients of the proclamation. Thus Christ must have
proclaimed something verbally in Hades.

The Content of the Proclamation
This leads directly into the question of the content of the proclamation. The most
widely suggested content of Christ's proclamation throughout the history of this passage
is the gospel. Peter usually uses the term E-6aYYEAlsw to communicate a preaching of

25 However, there is extra-biblical evidence for Noah calling them to repentance in Sibylline
Oracles, Book 1, 128-129, 150-198, Philo Q. Genesis 2:13, Josephus Antiquities 1:74; Midrash Rabbah on
Genesis 30:7; Midrash Rabbah on Ecclesiastes section I on 9:14; Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin I08a,
l08b; and 1 Clement 7:6,9:4.
26 Dalton believes that Peter was paralleling the thought in the book of Enoch, where the
disobedient angels were in prison in the lower heavens (the third and fifth), 157-158.
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the gospel, as

III

1:12, 25, 4:6, and 17, while KllPUUUW is only found here. If the

preaching of the gospel had been Peter's intent, it is more likely that he would have used

e-oayyeAlsw. Further, the preaching of the gospel would seem to imply a second chance
for Christ's audience, whether human or angelic, which is against the clear teaching of
the Scriptures. 27
Christ did not proclaim victory or judgment, for His audience had already been
defeated and judged. Once again, whether one considers the spirits to be human or
angelic, they are in prison, which is a place of defeat and a place of judgment. It would
seem redundant or even uncharacteristic of Christ to taunt them by announcing to them
their present state. In addition, if Christ is in Hades and separated from God the Father, a
message of victory or judgment would be premature.
The content of Christ's proclamation is a question of which one cannot be certain,
for the text does not say. Any suggestion enters the realm of speculation. But that
shouldn't stop one from presenting an educated opinion. Luke 16:19-31 records the
parable/story of Lazarus and the rich man. Whether this passage is considered a parable
or a true story is of little matter, for either way one perceives this text, it will yield
valuable information. If it is a parable, then it is describing events that could happen, for
parables are set in reality. If it is a true story, then it describes events that did happen?8
What is of interest to the issue at hand is the state and events surrounding the rich man's

27 With reference to departed human beings see Ps. 49, Luke 16:26 and Reb. 9:27. With reference
to fallen angels see Matt. 25:41, Heb. 2:16, 2 Pet. 2:4 and Jude 6.
28 One may object and state that Jesus was only catering to their lack of understanding concerning
the afterlife, assuming their personal eschatology to make His point. It would be hard to believe that Jesus,
who has spent Ris whole ministry trying to correct the misconceptions of His generation, would further
lead them to believe that falsity was correct.
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descent into Hades. He was conscious. He could see things. He could communicate. He
could reason. Although he did realize the truth concerning his reality, he still lacked
complete spiritual knowledge. He was in torment and he could recognize others whom he
had not met. 29 All of these parameters would also be true when Christ descended into
Hades. Thus the members of Hades could see Him, would be able to recognize Him as
the Son of God, and would be baffled as to why He was there. Christ's proclamation
would be the natural response to this situation. He would proclaim the events that were
transpiring, not as an offer of salvation, but a communication of the truth, similar to
Abraham's explanation to the rich man.
It must be noted that this activity of public proclamation is considered to be part

of Christ's spiritual suffering. Christ made proclamation to the condemned souls for and
because of whom He was suffering. He, who is the very representation of the Father, for
the moment was separated from the Father due to the sin placed upon Him. Going
through this suffering is one thing but explaining one's suffering to those who made this
suffering necessary would be excruciating. Christ actually announced that He ceased to
be in perfect fellowship with the Father. A common tactic for coping with pain or an
uncomfortable situation is to try to divert one's attention to something else. This reduces
the psychological suffering to mere physical suffering, which pales in comparison. By
making proclamation to the spirits around Him, Christ was not granted that luxury. But
Christ's proclamation is only one aspect, and a minor one at that, of His spiritual
suffering. The reality of the things proclaimed was far worse.

29 By this I am specifically refelTing to his recognition of Abraham, whom the rich man had not
known, but could somehow identify.
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Since the act of making proclamation can only be a scratch in terms of Christ's
spiritual suffering, which can never be understood by man, why did Peter mention this
facet? Christ's proclamation is another example of Christ's obedience to God during
immense suffering. The proclamation of truth is a parallel to which Peter's audience can
relate and apply to their conduct. The Christians, to whom Peter is writing, must also
obey God in their conduct amidst suffering, especially in their proclamation of the truth
as mentioned in 3: 15-16. They are to speak the truth to all, who ask for an account of the
hope that is in them (3: 15).

The Audience of the Proclamation
There is still the question as to the reason for the specific mention of the
antediluvian people. This generation prior to the flood is thought of in Jewish literature30
and in the Scriptures31 as being the most horrific, ungodly people who ever lived, for it
was the only generation, whom God destroyed completely. These would be sentenced to
the lowest part of Hades. 32 Thus the point Peter is making here is that it was in God's will
that Christ, who obeyed God and was in His favor, suffered in the flesh and also suffered
spiritually for sin. He was sentenced to the lowest, harshest portion of Hades where the
most ungodly of men are, namely those of the generation of Noah. This would explain

30

See the Mishna's comments of Genesis 6:3, Sanhedrin 1O:3a.

31 Besides the Gen. 6 account, 2 Pet. 2:5 uses them as an example of those who where so ungodly
that God judged them. Matt. 24:37ff. and Luke 17:26ff. compare the judgment of the evil world in the end
with the quick unexpected judgment of the generation of Noah. Hebrews 11:7, while pointing out Noah's
faith and righteousness, emphasizes this by contrasting Noah's right standing with the condemnation of the
whole world.
32 This point is based on the assumption that there are degrees in Hades, which is supported by the
superlatives used by Christ in Matt. 10:15 and 11:24.
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Peter names a specific group of people.

SUInmary
The opening of this chapter, discussed the very important ~v

4J phrase. It has been

shown that Peter uses this phrase as a temporal or causal connector in his writings. In the
context of 1 Peter 3: 18, the temporal function was favored, describing activity that
occurred during Christ's redemptive suffering on the cross. The suggested emendation of
Enoch's name has been shown to be lacking evidence both externally and internally.
The Ka.t. links the activity of this verse to the preceding verse. It indicates that
additional suffering had taken place.
Finally, the spirits in prison were identified. It was concluded that they are the
departed souls or spirits of human beings in the prison of Hades awaiting the judgment of
God. Christ had gone there and proclaimed to them a message of what was transpiring
and why He was there separated from the Father.

-
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CHAPTER V
DISOBEDIENCE IN THE DAYS OF NOAH:
EXEGESIS OF 1 PETER 3:20
A Description of the Spirits:
Fonnerly Disobedient - 3:20a
The Grammatical Relation of ctnE1S1lUO,UIV

The participial phrase ctnE1S1lUO,UIV nOTE clearly qualifies the spirits because it
agrees in gender, number, and case. The problem arises when a participial function is
attached to it. Although the most natural reading takes this participle as being adjectival,
the participle is anarthrous while the head noun is articular. Thus, usually an anarthrous
participle would be considered adverbial, but the adverbial functions do not seem to fit
the established context.
A causal function would imply that the recipients had a second chance and that
Christ's mission was to refonn them. It would read, "He preached to the spirits . . .
because they were fonnerly disobedient." A contemporaneous temporal function would
support the interpretation that Christ spoke through Noah, for it could read, "He preached
to the spirits ... when they were fonnerly disobedient." But this interpretation would
make the temporal adverb redundant. A concessive function would also imply that they
had a second chance, reading, "He preached to the spirits . . . although they were
formerly disobedient." This translation would emphasize the righteous act of the one
preaching in spite of those who disobey. None of these adverbial functions fit the context
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already established, and no other adverbial function makes any sense.
Although Turner states that there is an ellipse of the article here and that the
participle should be considered adjectival in function,l this seems to be a forced
"exception" to the rule, which seems unlikely given Silvanus' polished Greek throughout
this letter. So how can one explain the lack of article?
Looking at the construction, TOle; ~V q>UAUKfj 7tVEUIlUlTlV, there are words left
out in ellipsis. In Greek, as in English, prepositional phrases are adverbial. When a
prepositional phrase appears to be describing a noun, there will be an understood verb. In
tlns case what the modem reader, as well as the ancient reader, understands is "to the
spirits who are in prison." Thus there are two verbs which the participle d7tE1STjlTUlT1V
could be modifying. With the first verb already ruled out as an option, the participle must
be connected to the second understood verb. A causal function fits the context perfectly,
reading "He preached to the spirits (who are) in prison because they were formerly
disobedient." This would communicate tlle reason for the spirits' imprisonment.

The Meaning of d7tE1STJlTUlT1V
Peter uses the verb d7tE1SeW three times in 2:8, 3:1, and 4:17 for human agents,
who have rejected God. It is often used in the New Testament for unbelieving Jews 2 and
to contrast those who have chosen God in faith. It is more than the idea of simple

I Turner, Grammar of New Testament Greek voL III Syntax (Edinburgh: T & T Clark.
19671999), 153. It is surprising that most of the works written on this passage state that this participle qualifies
the noun but no participial function is attributed to it. Such works includes Dalton, Michaels, Zerwick,
Robertson, Selwyn, Davids, and Goppelt. Reicke says that this participle is in apposition to 7t1JEU/-lUITIV of
verse 19.

2
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Acts 14:2, 19:9, Rom. 10:21, and 11:31.
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disbelief, for it involves a deliberate and conscious resistance to authority. Peter's choice
of words here is not accidental, but it is used to make a connection between those who
presently reject God and persecute his readers, and those who have rejected God and
were judged in the flood. The outcome of both is doom unless they believe.

The Temporal Indication of ctnElS"UuUlV

Beyond the fact that this participle is aorist and thus implies that its activity
occurred prior to the spirit's being in prison, the participle also has the temporal adverb
nOTE.

This adverb indicates that the activity of disobedience occurred before they were in

prison and thus before Christ preached to them in prison. It has the basic meaning of
"formerly" or "in the past."
The adverb implies that the spirits are no longer disobedient. Although Dalton3
and Achtemeier4 warn against such an interpretation, stating that

nOTE

introduction to ancient stories, more information can be deduced from

is used as an
nOTE

in this

context. It must be conceded that this adverb does simply states that something happened
in the past and does not speak of the present. But if the spirits' former disobedience
produced such results as the earth being destroyed and their own imprisonment, what
would further disobedience bring? Their present state would also seem to indicate that
they are not longer able to do further damage from their prison.
The use of this temporal adverb and the one in verse 21, vuv, makes a then/now
distinction. This shows that Peter is conscious of the time references and is deliberately

tr

3

Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 164.

4

Achtemeier, 263.
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trying to make things clear. It would be highly implausible ifhe intended to communicate
that Christ through Noah spoke to the spirits now in prison, and then not supply the
temporal adverb leaving the time shift for his audience to figure when he carefully directs
them throughout this passage.
Therefore this adverb indicates that the disobedience of the spirits occurred prior
to their imprisonment and thus prior to Christ's proclamation. It also illustrates that
disobedience can only be tolerated for a time before it is punished.

The Time of Their Disobedience - 3 :20b
It Was During God's Patience in Noah's Day

The next temporal clause, ~TE d1tESEOeXETo 'Ii TOt} SEOt} J.taKpoSu,..,la ~v
'Ii,..,epalS NWE, further defines exactly when these spirits were disobedient. The imperfect

verb d1tEKOeX0,..,m with a progressive durative function has the basic meaning of waiting
for something expectantly. In every other use of this verb in the New Testament it is used
to refer to the believers' waiting for some aspect of their hope. The term ,..,aKpoSu,..,la
refers to forbearance or patience towards others as opposed to outward circumstances
(ll1to,..,ovTj). The subjective genitive TOt} SEOt} shows that God is the one who has the

quality of being patient towards others. God's patience is also spoken of in Romans 2:4,
9:22, and Ignatius' Epistle to the Ephesians 11:1,5 where they all speak of God's patience
with si1111ers usually for the benefit of the elect with some concept of a future judgment.
So also in this context the picture is that God was patient with si1111ers, waiting for

5 Grudem builds a case for the spirits being human spirits based on Old Testament and other
Jewish literature that only connect God's patience during this time with human beings and not angels. See
217-218.
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something that He knew was going to happen during the time of Noah.
For what was God's patience waiting? God was waiting for the proper time to
pour forth His wrath upon the sinners with whom He was patient. The proper time would
be when the ark was completed, so Noah and his family could be delivered from God's
judgment.
A popular interpretation of the above question says that God waited for the
repentance of the sinners. But this interpretation should be rejected, for the use of
ctnEK8ExollUl always refers to something that is sure to happen. Since God knows and

has elected those He brings into relationship with Himself, this would seem implausible.
It could be suggested that Noah's sons and daughters-in-law could have repented

during this time of God's patience. While this is a possibility, there is little evidence to
suggest that they did not already have faith in God. It seems that Noah is viewed in
Genesis 6-7 as the representative of his whole family. Ezekiel 14:14 and 18 give a
principle that when God's hand is set against a people to bring judgment upon them, even
the righteousness of men like Noah, Daniel, and Job would not save the city. It would not
save even their own sons or daughters, but it would only deliver themselves. From this
principle and specific mention of Noah and his sons, it seems clear that Noah's family
had to have been in right standing before God to be delivered.

It was During the Construction of the Ark

The genitive absolute clause KUTuCTKEUut;0IlEVllS Kll3wTou adds a more precise
time frame within the days of Noah's life, in which God's patience waited. The participle
is a present passive participle showing contemporaneous time to the waiting and a

n
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continuous action. The verb carries the idea of building or constructing something.
In determining the significance of the genitive absolute, Peter's style becomes a
major factor. Peter uses the genitive absolute construction five times in 1 Peter (3 :20, 22,
4: 1,4-5, and 5:4) and three times in 2 Peter (1:3 with

u.)C;,

17, and 3:11-12). Only two of

these occurrences are clearly temporal in fimction (1 Peter 5:4 and 2 Peter 1: 17), while
the others are causal in nature. Due to this stylistic feature in Peter's writing, the genitive
absolute under consideration should be first considered with a causal meaning. This
would have the idea that God's patience was waiting to bring about His judgment since
the ark was being built. This interpretation fits the context and presents more meaning
than the simple temporal function. It implies that His waiting ended with the completion
of the ark, to which the Scriptures bear witness.
Notice that the passive voice of this participle puts emphasis on the ark and its
completion, and not on anyone's repentance. This supplies additional weight to the
interpretation of the previous clause presented above.

The Saving Description of the Ark - 3 :20c
Eight Souls Were Saved in the Ark
, «, '\ '
Tlle next two causes,
I
ElC; llv OJ\lyOl,

~

TOUT

,'/EO"TlV OKTW
"
,Ir
'<;:,
'!'uXal, ulEO"w91l0"av,

explain the importance of the ark for which God was waiting. The relative prepositional
phrase shows the position of Noah's family as being in the ark. Peter's general wording
of OA1YOl is clarified by the traditional formula used to expound a text,

TOUT'

~O"Tlv. His

clarification does not name them but only refers to their small number of eight. Peter's
deliberate lack of identifying these people, who are clearly Noah and his family (Noah,
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Ham, Shem, Japheth, and their wives) indicates that they are purposely not his point of
focus. The emphasis is on the fact that in the ark a small number of people were saved.
The small number saved parallels the minority status of Peter's audience within a hostile
sea of paganism and Judaism.
The verb 81ECTW81lCTCW is a constative passive aorist presenting a past event that
was brought about by God. This compound verb means to save, rescue, or deliver
(through) from various kinds of danger. In the New Testament it is used to save from
disease, death, enemies, or the sea. 6 In tlns case, Noah and his family were saved from
and through the floodwaters of God's wrath.

They Were Saved Passing through Water

The function of the prepositional phrase, 81' -iJ8UTos is highly debated. The
question is whether it should be considered in an instrumental or directional/local sense.
The instrumental (or means) function would indicate that the water was the means of
their salvation, while the local (or directional) function would indicate that they were
saved passing through the water. The latter seems to be in agreement with the emphasis
of the passage being on the importance of the ark. Moreover, the water is not the means
of their salvation, for if it had been the means of their salvation, there would be no need
for an ark. The water is seen as the means of judgment and wrath. The tendency to view
the water in an instrumental function comes from seeing the water as the antecedent of
the relative pronoun of the following verse, where a parallel between the waters of the
flood and the waters of baptism is observed. This issue will be addressed below.

6

See Matt. 14:36, Luke 7:3, Acts 23:24, 27:43, 44, 28:1 and 4.
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Summary
This chapter begins with a description of the spirits in prison. The participle
dnelSf)Uo.ulV, which does not have an article is nmctioning as a causal participle under
the understood copula verb. The adverb shows that the spirit's disobedience was in the
past, prior to Christ's proclamation. It is also deduced that they were no longer
disobedient.
Peter then describes the time of their disobedience as being in the days of Noah.
He specifically states that it was when the patience of God was waiting expectantly. The
term f.1aKpoSuf.11a is used to indicate patience with other people and the tenn
dneKOeX0f.1a1 communicates that God was waiting for something that was sure to
happen. The idea of this clause is that God was patient with the sinners of Noah's day
while He was waiting for the proper time to pour forth His wrath upon sinners with the
floodwaters.
The next few clauses change the focus of the reader from the disobedience of the
spirits in prison to the salvation God provided. The first clause is a genitive absolute
clause that has a causal function indicating that God did not send His judgment of the
flood since the ark was still being built.
The following clause says that eight souls were saved in the ark. Noah and his
family were saved while passing through the waters of the flood because they were in the
ark.
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CHAPTER VI
THE BAPTISM THAT SAVES:
EXEGESIS OF 1 PETER 3:21
The Relative Pronoun - ~, which - 3 :21 a
The Textual Variant: ~ or oJ<; or an Omission
The vast majority of extant manuscripts ranging from various text types demand
the original reading ~ in the beginning of verse 21. This wealth of external evidence is
clear, but the internal context has produced a number of variations such as oJ<;, ~, or an
omission of the pronoun K These variations all attest to the difficulty in the interpretation
of this passage, for these variations were added to clarify the text. I

The Relation and Antecedent of the Relative Pronoun
There is a common grammatical principle to help identify whether one has located
the proper antecedent of any relative pronoun. One simply reads the clause with the
antecedent in question in the place of the relative pronoun and if the relative clause
makes sense, then one has found the proper antecedent. In this oversimplified example,
"Jim has a new basketball and bicycle, which I loved to ride." the antecedent could be
either basketball or bicycle. In following the simple grammatical principle, which
pronoun makes sense: "I loved to ride a new basketball" or "I loved to ride a new

1 See Metzger, 693; Achtemeier, 240; Michaels, 195-196; and Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to
the Spirits, 196.
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bicycle?" Obviously the latter option is the correct antecedent.
In tuming our attention to 1 Peter 3 :21, the two common suggestions as to the
antecedent of t> are either iJSUTOS or some aspect of Noah's being saved in the ark
through water? However, both of these options are not theologically possible, for they
fail in the application of this principle. Peter's readers were not saved by water and they
are not saved by Noah being saved in the ark through water. These antecedents do not
make sense in the relative clause. Thus, another option must be presented.
The antecedent of the relative pronoun is (3Cl7tTlO"fla. This would make verse 21
begin a new sentence with the subject being (3anTlO"fla and a relative clause that
described that baptism. In the relative clause, the relative pronoun would be considered
the subject with an understood Eifll verb and the predicate nominative dVTlTUnov.
Applying the above grammatical principle, the relative clause would read, "baptism is an
antitype," which makes perfect sense. 3 The following diagram clarifies the sense:
(3unTlO"flU
~/

o

, ,
UVTlTUnOV

2 Those who see the antecedent as the water are Achtemeier, 264; Zerwick, 711; Michaels, 213;
Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 196-197; Robert Johnstone, The First Epistle of Peter
(Minneapolis: The James Family Christian Pub., 1978),289; J. Kelly, 160; Robert Karris, A Symphony of
New Testament Hymns: Commentary on Philippians 2:5-11, Colossians 1: 15-20, Ephesians 2: 14-16, 1
Timothy 3:16, Titus 3:4-7, 1 Peter 3:18-22 and 2 Timothy 2:11-13 (Collegeville, Minn: Liturgical Pr,
1996), 151; Howard Masterman, The First Espistle ofS. Peter (London: Macmillan and Co., 1912), 134;
Kenneth Wuest, First Peter: In the Greek New Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1954), 108; Lenski,
169-170; and Davids 143. Those who see it as some aspect of the context are Grudem (escaping through
water) 162, Reike (the entire sentence) 145; Hiebert (the picture of Noah and his family in the ark being
saved through water); Elliott (a few ... were saved) 669-671; and Goppelt (God's saving act with reference
to Noah) 266-267.

3 It is interesting to note that although Bauer, Arndt, Gingrich, and Danker states that U'8a.TOS is
the antecedent, they give a translation that fits the grammatical structure presented here.
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The position of the relative pronoun at the beginning of this clause shows that it is
being emphasized by Peter. This is needed in order to make a clear transition from the
type in Noah's salvation to the antity-pe of baptism. Thus the idea being presented is that
baptism, which is an antitype of Noah being saved in the ark, presently saves the New
Testament believer.

The Baptism Described - 3 :21 b
Described as an Antitype
The adjective ctvTlTUnOV is a rare word which has the basic meaning of an
antitype, a fulfillment or answering of a type, a corresponding copy, or a representation.
Hebrews 9:24 is the only other New Testament example of this term. It is used to
describe the earthly temple as an antitype or a corresponding copy of the temple in
heaven.
In this passage the antitype is the baptism of the New Testament believer. It is a
corresponding copy of the previous story of Noah's salvation in the ark. The repetition of
the ideas of salvation, the adjunctive conjunction Kat, the temporal adverb vuv, and the
direct reference to his audience make this parallel unmistakable. But a new question
emerges: To what baptism is Peter referring?

Described Negatively: Not a Washing
Peter anticipates the possibility of some confusing what he intends by the term
baptism and thus adds an appositional antithetical construction to clarify. These
1
" 'ano
8 E<T1S punou
~ ,
'\ \ ' <TUVE10ll<TEWS
,
· causes,
exp1anatory corre1atlve
ou' <TapKOS
al\l\a
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d ya8fJs

~nep(Jh1''''la EtS 8eov give both what baptism is not and what it is. This fIrst

half of the antithetical clause describes the kind of baptism that does not save them. The
head noun dno8e(TlS means to remove or get rid of something. The only other time it is
used in the New Testament is in 2 Peter 1:14, where Peter says that his tent will soon be
removed, which is a fIgurative way to say that he is about to die. The genitive noun

punou serves as an objective genitive communicating what is removed. The other
genitive noun, CTapKos, is placed at the beginning of the phrase to show emphasis and is
functioning as an ablative of separation being translated, "from the flesh." The basic
translation of this clause is, "the removal of dirt from the flesh."
There are four major interpretations as to what Peter means by 013 CTapKos

dno8eCTlS punou. It could refer to ceremonial washings of the Jews, to the rite of
circumcision, to the Christian rite of water baptism, or to the spiritual removal of moral
fIlth. The second suggested interpretation of the rite of circumcision should automatically
be rejected, for it does not describe a particular kind of baptism. The fIrst suggestion
should also be rejected, for although his audience may contain a few Jews, Peter is
referring to a baptism that they now are performing as New Testament believers. It is
diffIcult to see Peter's audience being confused and believing that hand washing would
save them.
To determine the correct interpretation between the remaining two options, one
must examine the corresponding clause to see which interpretation best fIts antithetically.
The positive description of the baptism that saves seems to describe a literal action, and
thus a literal action would also be expected in this clause. This would negate the spiritual
removal of moral fIlth for this interpretation demands a metaphorical interpretation.
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Further, it seems difficult to conceive that a first-century believer would understand
baptism as the removal of moral filth. It is far more likely that their first concept of
baptism would be of a literal water baptism. Thus interpretation that this refers to the
Christian rite of water baptism should be favored. Peter is saying that water baptism does
not save you, this kind of baptism is not the one that is the antitype of the salvation in the
ark. However, water baptism is a physical act that represents a spiritual reality. It shows a
believer's death to sin with the removal of dirt from the flesh, 4 and it shows the newness
oflife in Christ's resurrection as the believer rises from the water.

Described Positively: A Request to God
This section will continue the description of what baptism is. It must be kept in
mind that any interpretation of this clause must fit as the subject, which now saves the
believer.
The head noun in the clause, ~7tEpuhT)lla, is a request or an appeal, which is
directed toward God. The genitive noun O"UVE10~O"EWS is a term used of one's
consciousness. It is used by Peter in 2: 19 of a conscious knowledge of God as a cause of
one's endurance under unjust suffering. Peter also repeats it in 3:16, speaking of a good
conscience when a believer gives a defense of the hope that is in him to the unbeliever
with gentleness and respect. The latter passage is of great significance because
O"UVE1.0T)0"1S also modified by the adjective

d ya80s as in 3 :21. This phrase in 3: 16 has

the idea of sincerity, or a clear conscience, and thus describes the motives behind their

4
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See Acts 22: 16 .
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actions. So also in 3:21, lTUVE18"'lTEWe; dyu9fJe; carries the idea of sincere motives
behind the appeal or request to God. Thus the genitive phrase would have an ablative of
source ftmction showing that a request to God from a good conscience now saves you.
The genitive phrase, lTUVE18"'lTEWe; dyu9fJe;, is emphasized by Peter for it is
placed at the beginning of the clause in contrast to the genitive noun, lTUpKOe;, of the
previous clause. Thus the contrast is being made between the flesh for something
physical to a condition of the heart. This indicates and implies that some, who have made
an appeal to God are not saved. The ones who fall into this category lacked sincerity, that
is they committed lip service but did not really mean the words they were saying. A
saving appeal to God must be truthful and meant wholeheartedly.
Paul also conveys the concept of a request or appeal to God in association with
salvation. In Romans 10:13-15 and 1 Corinthians 1:2, Paul uses the term ~7tlKUAEW to
communicate that calling upon or appealing to God saves. 5 In 2 Timothy 2:22, there is an
outstanding parallel, when Paul says J.lETel

TWV

~7tlKUAOUJ.lEVWV TOV KUPlOV ~K

Ku9uptie; Kup81ue;. The area of special interest is that the appeal is from a clear or pure

heart, which is synonymous with a good conscience. Thus, Paul clearly had a concept of
salvation coming form a sincere appeal to God.
Therefore it should be concluded that Peter is communicating that a sincere
appeal to God now saves a person. It must be noted that the description found in this
verse looks at the process of salvation in a human perspective in terms of man's role in
baptism. Noah was saved by entering the ark that God had provided. Peter's audience had

5

Peter also uses this tenn in like manner in 1: 17.
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to respond to God by making the sincere appeal to Him for the salvation that He now
provided. Peter calls this baptism. One's attention must now be turned to determine what
meaning of baptism is intended.

Baptism Saves You- 3:21c
The Baptism That Saves
The rest of the clause, which has been alluded to, Kat

-ti,.t,Cis ...

VUV

lT~t;;E1

f3cl1tTllTJ.la will now be examined. The adjunctive use of Kat indicates that there is a

parallel being made. This parallelism is between the type of Noah being saved in the ark
and the antitype of the believer being saved by baptism. The temporal adverb, vuv,
strengthens this thought of parallelism. It is indicating that we are likewise saved but that
it is somehow presently different. The obvious difference is that the believer is not saved
in an ark, as Noah was, but by baptism.
The meaning of f3cl1tTllTJ.la in the Scriptures in relation to the believer could be
the rite of water baptism or the spiritual joining with Christ in Spirit baptism. There is no
passage that states that one is saved by the rite of water baptism. The doctrine of
soteriology is clear that salvation does not come from any work or physical deed. But one
is saved by Spirit baptism, that is, being placed in Christ at the moment of conversion. 6
Therefore, the parallelism between the type and antitype of Noah's salvation and
our salvation is clearly visible in this light. NOall was saved from the wrath and jUdgment
of God by being in the ark. The New Testament believer is now saved from the future

6

See 1 Cor. 12: 13, Gal. 3:27, Rom. 6:3ff., and Eph. 4:5.
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judgment of God by being in Christ.

The Means of Salvation: Through the Resurrection

The final phrase in this verse, 81' dvaO"TC1O"EwS

'I11O"OU XPIO"TOU,

communicates the means by which the believer can be saved. The believer is saved from
the judgment and wrath of God and saved to a new life in Him. This new life, being
united with God, is only through the resurrection of Christ. Paul indicates in Romans 6:311 that the new life the believer lives through Christ's resurrection begins now, but there
is also a future aspect of the believer's glorious bodily resurrection as well, which is the
ultimate culmination of the believer's salvation.
Verses 18-19 speak of Christ's suffering for sin on behalf of the believer, but it is
only through His resurrection that He can save us and bring us to God. Although His
suffering dealt with the problem of sin, His resurrection gave the believer reconciliation
and life with God. This contrast from the suffering to the resurrection is consistent with
the reoccurring theme in Peter's epistle of present suffering and future glory. With the
mention of Christ's resurrection, Peter now further expounds on the glorification and
rewards of the one who suffered on earth for doing good.

Sunmlary
This verse begins a new sentence where Peter is making a comparison between
the salvation of God to Noah and his family in the ark and the salvation of the New
Testament believer in Christ. The pronoun ~ was shown to be the original reading and its
antecedent was the term baptism, which follows it. The relative clause formed by ~

WI

simply communicates to the reader that baptism is an antitype. The antitype or the
corresponding copy to a few being saved in an ark through the judgment of God is the
believer's present Spirit baptism into Christ, where the believer being in Christ will also
be saved from the coming judgment of God. Peter then clarifies that it is not water
baptism, but it is Spirit baptism; that is, being placed into Christ at the moment of
conversion that saves the believer. Peter specifically says that baptism is a sincere appeal
to God for help. This salvation is only brought about by means of the resurrection of
Christ for the believer in Christ can share in His new glorious physical life in
righteousness .

•
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CHAPTERVn
THE GLORIFIED RESURRECTED CHRIST:
EXEGESIS OF 1 PETER 3:22
Christ is in a Place of Authority - 3 :22a
The relative clause, tlS ~(TTlV ~v 8ES1~ TOU aEOU, describes the risen Christ. This
clause communicates that Christ exists presently at the right hand of God. The
prepositional phrase is a figure of speech commonly used in the New Testament for a
place of favor, authority and power. l This is significant, for Christ voluntarily set aside
His position of glory, authority, and power when He became flesh. But now in the flesh
He has triumphed and has reached that place of glory. Christ's ascension also
foreshadows the believer's future ascension and rule with Him. 2

Christ Ascended into Heaven - 3 :22b
The aorist temporal participial phrase, 1tOpEUaE1S E1S otipavQv, describes
Christ's physical ascension into heaven. Christ's ascension is described in the New
Testament as a literal movement into the sky.3 It is used to contrast Christ's descent into

I The concept originated in Ps. 110:1 (LXX) and is carried over in the New Testament in Matt.
22:44, Mark 12:36, Luke 20:42, Acts 2:34, and Heb. 1: 13. Looser references to the right hand of God can
be found in Matt. 26:64, Mark 14:62,16:19 Luke 22:69, Acts 2:33,5:31,7:55-56, Rom. 8:34, Eph. 1:20,
Col. 3:1, Heb. 1:3,8:1,10:12, and 12:2.

2

See 1 Thess. 4:17, Rev. 2:26-27 and 3:21.

3

See Mark 16:19, Luke 24:51, Acts 1:9, Eph. 4:8, Heb. 4:14, and 9:24.
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Hades in verse 19, showing that although He descended into the lowest place of dishonor,
He also ascended into the highest place of honor.

All Powers Are Subjected to Him - 3 :22c
~
,
, ~ "\
,'):
~
,
..
ab
soiute, u1wTaYEvTwv
aUT4J ayyEJ\WV Kat E,:>OUlTtWV Kat
The gemtlVe

8UV<lIlEWV, in accordance with Peter's style, should be considered to convey a causal

sense. This would show that Christ ascended into heaven since all powers were subject to
Him. These powers should not only be considered hostile or demonic, but also the holy
angelic powers. In Matthew 26:53, Jesus hypothetically speaks of calling legions of
angels to His defense. He uses specific language to say that He could ask the Father and
the Father would send them, which demonstrates that He does not have direct authority
over them unless the Father gives it to Him. But Ephesians 1:21-22, Hebrews 1:3-4, 13,
and 10:12 speak of God exalting Christ far above everything, giving Him such authority
over the angels. Thus, as Hebrews 2:9 states, Christ was made a little lower than the
angels during His earthly ministry, but was exalted far above all powers after His
resurrection.
The participle (mOTa yevTwv is passive and implies that placing the angelic
beings in subjection to Christ was an act of God the Father. He made Christ who was
made lower than the angels, but now is crowned with glory and honor above the angels,
exalted with power and authority over all of creation. 4
I Corinthians 15:25-28, Hebrews 2:8, and 10:12-13 seem to make a distinction
between all things being placed in subjection to Christ and the time when He enforces

4

Reb. 2:7.
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His rule. It seems to imply that the present evil is allowed but will soon be stopped by the
second coming of Christ.
The identity of the three-fold subject of this clause: the angels, authorities, and
powers, is a difficult problem. It is clear from other passages, such as Ephesians 1:20-21
and 6: 12, that these three entities refer to supernatural, angelic beings; but there is no
consistent list of orders anywhere in the Scriptures. 5 The list of three orders presented
here is found only in this passage.
Looking at their lexical meanings could give a clue as to their basic roles or
distinctions. The basic meaning of (f.:YYEAOS is an angel or a messenger. The basic
meaning of ~souula is an authority or ruling power. The basic meaning of 8uvaJ,tlS is
power, might, strength, ability, or capability. These could refer to three different orders of
angels, the first being the primary messengers of God, the second being the ruling angels
over many others, and the third being the angels that are under the ruling ones and carry
out their missions. However, this is all speculation based upon the lexical meaning of
these terms.
The problem with the above speculation is that there are other passages that list
other classes or orders of angelic beings as well, which seems to blur the line of
distinction. With various combinations along with the terms given in 1 Peter 3, are dpXTJ
(ruler), 9povoS (throne), and KUPI0Tl1S (dominion). And then there are other passages,
such as 1 Thessalonians 4:16, that use the additional term dpXciYYEAOS (archangel).
Whether some of these are used as synonyms with any of the previously listed terms is

5

See 1 Cor. 15:24, Rom. 8:38, Eph. 1:21,3:10,6:12, Phil. 2:10, Col. 1:16,2:10, and 15.
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doubtful but difficult to say. The following chart illustrates the different terms used in
these passages. 6

1 Pet. 3:22

Rom. 8:38

?iYYEAOS

?iYYEAOS

E
's OUlTla
'
8uva,.us

8uva,.us

,

,

aPXTJ

1 Cor. 15:24

Col. 1:16

Col. 2:10
and 2:15

Eph.1:21

Eph.3:10

Eph.6:12

E
'S OUlTla
'

E
'S OUlTla
'

~soulTla

E
's OUlTla
'

E
'S OUlTla
'

E
'S OUlTla
'

, ,
aPXTJ

aPXTJ

8uva,.us

,

,

aPXTJ

,

,

aPXll
9povoS
,
KUPlOTTJS

,

8uVal.1lS

,

aPXTJ

,

I

aPXll
,
KUPlOTTJS

Regardless of the distinction Peter is trying to make, the point is that Christ is now
in a position of authority above these, the highest of angels. He was restored to His divine
position of glory and authority as prior to His incarnation. 7 Thus Peter brings to
culmination his theme of earthly suffering and then heavenly glory with Christ ranging
from the greatest suffering imaginable to the highest glory imaginable.
Looking at this last verse in light of the relation of the type and antitype, Peter
also implies that the believer will ascend into heaven with Christ. If He is the ark in
which the believer is saved, then just as the ark took Noah and his family wherever it
went, so too will Christ take the believers in Him where He is. Thus the believer's future
is certain and sure to be actually in the presence of God in heaven.

6 Note that the specific case and/or number of each term may vary in each verse. The chart is only
meant to illustrate the different roots being used.

7

John 17:5.

,

,
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Summary
Following the theme of this epistle, Peter does not leave Christ suffering, but
elevates Him to glory. Christ is first viewed as being in a place of authority and honor at
the right hand of the Father. He is also viewed as ascending into heaven showing a
contrast from the lower parts of Hades. Finally, Christ has ascended and taken His place
at the right hand of the Father because all angelic powers have been subjected to Him.
This final bit of information reveals that Christ has been restored to His pre-incarnate
position of glory and authority over all creation. It has been concluded that not much can
be said about the three classes or orders of angelic beings. There is neither consistency in
the New Testament nor explanation as to their specific role or duty. The point Peter is
trying to mal(e is that Christ is now in such a high position that He is above the highest
angelic beings.
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CHAPTERVUI
CONCLUSION
The Exegetical Position Put Forth in This Paper
The position presented in this paper is the best interpretation of the passage that
adequately explains all of the exegetical, theological, and grammatical problems
regarding this passage as none has done before. It starts with an accurate picture as to the
relation of this passage to its context. This passage provides an example for the principle:
If it is God's will, it is better to suffer for doing good than for doing evil. Christ is an
ultimate example of one who suffered physically. His suffering was for a purpose that
greatly affects the lives of the believers. But His suffering was so far beyond that of any
man, for He also suffered spiritually in the deepest depth of Hades, where the most evil of
generations dwells. Their position apart from God in Hades was due to their disobedience
and the judgment of God carried out by the universal flood of Noah's day. During this
outpouring of the judgment of God, God also saved Noah and his family in an ark. This
salvation in an ark through the waters of judgment was a type of the salvation of the
believer from the future judgment of God, the believer being saved in Christ. The Spirit
baptism of being placed in Christ, which occurs as one makes a sincere appeal to God,
saves the New Testament individual to a new life by the resurrection of Christ. Christ is
not left portrayed as only suffering, but is exalted to a position of authority and power in
heaven.
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Grammatical and Stylistic Conclusions
Peter's use of f.1ElI . .. OE
Peter's use of this construction reveals a pattern that is uniquely brought out in
this study. In every instance, he makes the verbal ideas and the adverbs that modify the
verbal ideas antithetical. This pattern has been an interpretive rule for 1 Peter 3:18. Thus
both the participle and the dative nouns are antithetical.

Peter's use of Genitive Absolutes
This study has shown that Peter favors using the genitive absolute construction to
convey a causal idea. In both first and second Peter, a causal function is given over sixty
percent of the time. This is significant for there are two genitive absolute constructions in
1 Peter 3:18-22. Both of these constructions have a causal function. This stylistic
observation is an original contribution, which is important to the proper interpretation of
this passage.

Peter's Anarthrous Participle
The problem of the anarthrous participle and the arthrous noun to which it agrees
has been answered in this study. The anarthrous participle must be adverbial in this
context, but it will not make sense under the verb ~KTtPUSE1l. It was shown that there is
another understood verb in verse 19, "the spirits (who are) in prison." This participle is
functioning as a causal participle showing why the spirits were in prison. This
grammatical answer is an original solution to the often-overlooked grammatical problem.
It affects the meaning of the text in that it focuses on a cause for the spirit's
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imprisonment.

The Relative Pronoun of Verse 21
It was shown that the usual suggestions for the antecedent of the relative pronoun

in verse 21 are not viable options. The usual suggested antecedents of water or the
previous thought, which is Noah and his family being saved in the ark, could not function
as the subject in this clause for these things do not save the believer. Rather it was
concluded that this relative pronoun's antecedent is

!3a7tTlO"lLU

and the term

dVTlTU7tOV

is a predicate nominative within the relative clause. This would comply with all
grammatical rules and have the meaning that baptism, which is an anti type to the
salvation of Noah in the ark, now saves them. This grammatical observation is unique to
this study and provides a solid grOlmd for the proper relation between the type and
antitype being presented.

Theological Conclusions
This passage involves theological doctrine regarding Christ, His suffering, His
descent into Hades, death, baptism and the believer, salvation, Christ's resurrection and
ascension, God's patience, the judgment of the flood, the intermediate state, and
angelology. The doctrines brought out in this study have been categorized below.

Theology Proper
It is implied from the context and brought out in this passage that God the Father

has a will or plan for the lives of His people. The suffering they encounter is for His glory
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and for a purpose that might be beyond one's understanding.
God is also viewed as the agent of Christ's being put to death and being made
alive again. Thus, God the Father was active and involved in the work of redemption.
It is shown in the story of Noah and implied for the believer that God has

provided a way of salvation. The way of salvation is unique and very specific. The
believer is saved from God's wrath, which He is patiently waiting to carry out in order to
save all of those whom He has chosen.

Christology
The majority of theological information gIven in this passage is concermng
Christ. First, concerning His nature, this passage shows that He did exist in the flesh.
Like a man, He also could suffer hardship and even die physically.
Secondly, conceming His redemptive work, He suffered for sins. He suffered
innocently and He suffers no longer. This redemptive work was for the purpose of
reconciling sinful men to God. Christ's suffering was both spiritual and physical. He
actually died two deaths, one the death of an unbeliever where He descended into Hades
and the other the death of a believer where He went to paradiselheaven. It was during His
spiritual suffering that He died His first death and actually descended into the lower parts
of Hades. There He proclaimed or publicly atmounced the events that were tratlspiring.
These latter points conceming Christ's suffering spiritually, dying two deaths, and
descending into the lower parts of Hades are unique conclusions that are made due to the
exegetical choices made in this study.
It is shown from the original work conducted in the topical study of Christ's
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spiritual death that Christ's work of redemption occurred during the time of darkness
when He was on the cross. It was during this time that He took the sin of all time upon
Himself and was separated from the Father. This was spiritual death. Also, during this
time, He died physically and He went to the only place for those who are separated from
God could go, to Hades. After He was resuscitated, He annOlmced His finished work and
died a second time united with God, during which time He went to paradise.
Returning to the Petrine passage, Christ is viewed next as being the corresponding
instrument of salvation to Noah's ark. Peter teaches that the believer is presently saved by
being in Christ. This salvation in Christ will protect the believer from the judgment of
God. The believer is saved to a new life, which is made possible through the resurrection
of Christ. This resurrection is seen as the means of the believer's salvation. Properly
understanding the type/antitype relationship has given this often missed conclusion.
Finally, Peter ends this passage with Christ's ascension. Christ ascended
physically into heaven, where He was given a place of authority and honor at the right
hand of the Father. He is placed above all of the angelic powers and rulers for they are all
put in subjection to Him. The theme and contrast of Christ descending to the lowest part
of Hades and then going into the highest of heavens above the highest angels is solely
brought out in this study. Viewing the angels as God's holy angels and not the
disobedient spirits in prison is a logical conclusion that is also unique to this study.

Angelology
Verse 21 communicates a little information concerning angels. First, there are
differing orders or duties of angels. From the lexical meaning of the terms used, they are

en
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messengers, rulers, and sub-rulers. Peter implies that they have great power, which is
beyond the power of any earthly ruler. They are also placed under Christ's rule after His
resurrection. It is implied that the angels were not under subjection to Christ during His
earthly stay, though it is written elsewhere that they did minister to Him.

Soteriology
This passage communicates more information about salvation beyond what was
already said concerning Christ's role. It is said that man is unjust and deserves to suffer;
but God has provided the way of salvation. Man only needs to be baptized into Christ.
This baptism occurs from man's perspective when one makes a sincere appeal to God for
help. At that time God, the Holy Spirit places that individual into Christ. Spirit baptism
and man's role in this process is an exciting development in the exegesis of this passage.

Eschatology
There is information concerning both personal and general eschatology in this
passage. With reference to personal eschatology, Peter communicates information
regarding the intermediate state. The departed lost souls are viewed as being in a prison
or holding cell awaiting the judgment of God. They are no longer disobedient, although
they have consciousness and communication abilities.
Concerning the believer, Peter implies that he will reign with Christ in heaven.
This would include a bodily resurrection and complete unity with God.
Referring to general eschatology, this passage communicates that God will judge
the world again in the future. This judgment, as in the days of Noah, will be sudden and
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severe.

The Practical Applications for the Believer Today
The Believer is to Expect Suffering

While this passage is doctrinal in nature, Peter both implies and draws application
in the following text. The predominant theme of this epistle, that is earthy suffering but
future glory, is clearly evidenced in the person of Christ. The believer is to draw many
applications from this theme. The first, which Peter mentions in 4:1, is to expect
suffering. Believer today should not be surprised when he is persecuted for his Christian
lifestyle. Peter actually says that if one stops sinning then he will suffer. Righteousness is
viewed as hostility in a world that is reminded how impure it is by the good conduct of a
believer.

Suffering is not an Indication of Disfavor

The second application is that the people of God should not view suffering as an
indicator of their relationship with God. It is tempting to interpret the circumstances that
surround one as God's reaction to the choices one makes. The practice of thinks that God
is punishing someone when that person is suffering, must be avoided. It is clearly shown
in this passage that Christ's life involved suffering that was not a punishment from God.

Suffering is not Eternal

Physical suffering must also be viewed in light of time. No matter how much
suffering the believer experiences on earth, that suffering is limited. The believer can
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always look to Christ as the ultimate individual, who not only suffered far more
physically than he will ever suffer, but He also suffered unspeakable pain when He
suffered spiritually. The believer can also be assured that he will not experience spiritual
death, for Christ has already experienced it for him. The believer's suffering, as Christ's
did, will end in death. After one dies there will no longer be any physical suffering.

God has a Purpose in Suffering

The believer can also rest in the fact that if he does suffer, then God, who is
loving and kind, has a purpose for that suffering. Peter was fortunate to understand later
why Christ had to suffer, but most of the time the believer will never learn the reason for
his own suffering until it is revealed in heaven. Not knowing the plan or cosmic will of
God forces the believer to trust in the character of God.

God Understands One's Suffering

The believer must also realize that Christ has suffered. The believer is not the
only one who has suffered. Christ knows from experience through what he is going. He is
able to sympathize and provide the strength to persevere.

Believers Should Persevere in Suffering

Realizing that suffering is part of God's plan should motivate the believer to
persevere through tribulations. It is by means of one's suffering that the power of God is
manifest through the believer in his daily life and continual obedience and faith in Him.
The overriding principle is that obedience is more important than suffering. This is
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important in the lives of unbelievers, who are looking at the picture of God through the
believer's life.

Suffering will be Rewarded in Heaven
The theme throughout the whole epistle and specifically in the example of Christ
shows that earthly suffering will be rewarded in heaven. Christ's example shows how He
suffered in the flesh and spiritually more than anyone could ever suffer but was also
exalted into the highest position of honor in the heavens. This provides wonderful
assurance for the believer that he will also be rewarded for his faithfulness through
suffering.

Noah Typifies the Believers' Salvation
Noah provides an interesting parallel for the believer as well, for he suffered
through persecution while he obediently built the ark. Like the believer today, Noah
really did not understand the magnitude of the coming judgment of God, from which he
was being saved due to his faith. So, too, the believer cannot grasp the gravity of the
coming judgment of God, but he must trust that God will deliver him from it. Notice that
in Noah's situation the way of salvation was to believe in God's revelation and act upon
that belief by entering into the ark. There was no other means by which he and his family
could be saved. The believer also trusts in a specific message of the gospel of Christ as
the only means of salvation. As Noah was spared completely from the damaging effects
of the water, so will the believer be completely spared from the effects of the judgment of
God. Noah's type of the believer is a conclusion that is uncommon in other works and is
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drawn from the careful exegesis and interpretive scheme presented in this work.

Justice will be Served

This passage also reassures the believer that justice will be served. Often it seems
as if the righteous suffer and those who practice evil go lmpunished, but God will execute
perfect justice upon everyone.

Christ Foreshadows the Believer's Future

Finally, Christ's resurrection, ascension, and position of power and authority,
foreshadow the believer's physical resurrection and position of ruling with Him. The fact
that He has physically ascended into heaven shows that human flesh is no longer banned
from the presence of God. Through Christ's resurrection, the believer will receive a
glorified physical body that is able to stand in the presence of God. This is an awesome
fact, considering that a single one of a person's countless sins infinitely offends God and
separates him from His infinitely greater holiness. This wide chasm between just one sin
and the holiness of God could never be crossed had it not been for the atonement of
Christ. But since the believer is baptized into Christ, he has life with God.
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